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Abstract
When a category C satisfies certain conditions, we define the notion of rank invariant
for arbitrary poset-indexed functors F : P → C from a category theory perspective. This
generalizes the standard notion of rank invariant as well as Patel’s recent extension. Specif-
ically, the barcode of any interval decomposable persistence modules F : P → vec of fi-
nite dimensional vector spaces can be extracted from the rank invariant by the principle of
inclusion-exclusion. Generalizing this idea allows freedom of choosing the indexing poset
P of F : P→C in defining Patel’s generalized persistence diagram of F .
By specializing our idea to zigzag persistence modules, we also show that the barcode of
a Reeb graph can be obtained in a purely set-theoretic setting without passing to the cat-
egory of vector spaces. This leads to a promotion of Patel’s semicontinuity theorem about
typeA persistence diagram to Lipschitz continuity theorem for the category of sets.
1 Introduction
The notion of persistence diagram of Cohen-Steiner, Edelsbrunner, and Harer [19] was recently
extended by Patel to the setting of constructible persistence modules F : R → C where C is
any symmetric monoidal category with images [37]. In a nutshell, the persistence diagram of
the persistent module over the real line F : R → C is obtained via Möbius inversion from the
map sending each pair s ≤ t in R to the image of the morphism F (s ≤ t ) in C . This map can
be regarded a generalization of both the rank invariant [17] and the persistent homology group
[19].
In this paper we further generalize the notion of rank invariant/persistence diagram to the
setting of arbitrary poset-indexed functors F : P→C , where, besides being symmetric, monoidal,
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essentially small and having images, the target category C is assumed to be (finitely) bicom-
plete. A motivation for considering such level of generality is, as suggested by A. Patel, the pos-
sibility of studying torsion in data (i.e. when C is chosen as the category of abelian groups).
Specifically, when C = vec, the category of finite dimensional vector spaces, we identify an ex-
plicit formula for computing the persistence diagram dgmP(F ) of a given persistence module
F : P → vec directly from its rank invariant. We specifically prove that, when F is interval de-
composable whose indexing poset P is connected and essentially finite its rank invariant and
its persistence diagram dgmP(F ) can be translated into each other, i.e. either of them contains
enough information to reconstruct F up to isomorphism.
Due mainly to pedagogical reasons, we begin our presentation by defining the rank of a
zigzag diagram of vector spaces [14]. Then, we define the rank invariant of a zigzag module
F as the function that computes the ranks of all sub-zigzag-diagrams of F . This construction,
being based on categorical considerations, is universal across categories and thus, we straight-
forwardly generalize it in order to define a notion of rank invariant and persistence diagram of
any poset-indexed persistence modules valued in categories other than the category of vector
spaces.
From a different perspective, our decision to focus the presentation first on the setting of
zigzag modules is motivated by extensive theoretical and algorithmic study on zigzag persis-
tence [10, 11, 17, 14, 15, 23, 26, 34, 36], and the large number of concrete applications in mobile
sensor networks, image processing, analysis of time-varying metric spaces/graphs that give rise
to zigzag persistence [1, 21, 27, 28, 32]. In particular, in [27, 28], zigzag persistence of graphs,
partitions, or homology groups are induced as signatures of time-varying metric data. This mo-
tivates us to find stable invariants for zigzag persistence valued in other than the category of
vector spaces.
As a first step towards a general study of stability properties of the rank invariant that we
introduce, we verify that the rank invariant is stable to perturbation of the zigzag modules val-
ued in the category of finite dimensional vector spaces or in the category of finite sets (Section
6). This stability straightforwardly follows from the equivalence between our persistence dia-
grams and standard ones (Sections 3 and 5), together with stability results by Botnan, Lesnick
and Bjerkevik [8, 10].
1.1 Our contributions
Throughout this paper, by C , we denote a symmetric monoidal, essentially small, (finitely-
)bicomplete category with images.
(i) We generalize the notion of rank invariant to arbitrary poset-indexed functors (i.e. gen-
eralized persistence modules [13]). In particular, for 1-dimensional persistence module
R→C , our construction coincides with Patel’s rank function [37]. For zigzag persistence
[16], we show that our construction of the rank invariant is not only more faithful than
the one introduced by V. Puuska in [38] (see Section C), but also becomes a complete in-
variant.
In the sequel, by P, we denote a connected, essentially finite poset (Definitions 7.3 and 7.6).
(ii) We extend the notion of generalized persistence diagram by A. Patel [37] to arbitrary
poset-indexed functors. In particular, for any interval decomposable persistence F : P→
2
vec, the persistence diagram/barcode of F can be extracted from the rank invariant by
the principle of inclusion-exclusion in combinatorics. This implies that our construction
of rank invariant is complete invariant for interval decomposable persistence modules
over P.
(iii) For both zigzag modules or Reeb graphs, we establish the equivalence between our def-
inition of persistence diagrams and that of standard barcodes1; this leads to corollaries
expressing the fact that both our construction of the rank invariant and persistence dia-
grams are stable for zigzag persistence modules (of sets or vector spaces).
(iv) It is well known that a Reeb graph can be seen as a zigzag persistence in the category of
sets [23, 24]. In this respect, we show that the 0-th level set barcode of a Reeb graph can be
computed in a purely set-theoretic setting without passing through any homological con-
siderations. As a corollary, we partially promote the semicontinuity theorem by A. Patel
[37, Theorem 8.1] to a Lipschitz continuity theorem. This indicates that the semicontinu-
ity theorem by A.Patel is open to further improvement.
1.2 Categorical view of the rank invariant
Let P be a connected and essentially finite poset. Let F : P→ C be any functor. By combining
the limit cone of F and the colimit cocone of F , one obtains the canonical limit to colimit map
φF : lim←−−F → lim−−→F .
Consider the collection Con(P) of all subposets of P such that their Hasse diagrams are con-
nected graphs (Definition 7.4). For each I ∈ Con(P), we can consider the restricted diagram
F |I : I →C . Let us define im(F |I ) to be the image2 of the canonical map φF |I : lim←−−F |I → lim−−→F |I .
As a generalization of the rank function in [33, 37], we define the rank invariant of F as the func-
tion3 rk(F ) : Con(P)→I (C ) assigning to each I ∈Con(P) the isomorphism class of im(F |I ):
rk(F )(I ) := [im(φF |I )]. (1)
WhenC = vec, Botnan, Oppermann and Steen have been studying the rank ofφF for count-
ing “thin" summands in the indecomposable decomposition of F : P → vec. We remark that
their work is addressing a generalized version of one of our results (Lemma 7.15), see [12].
Botnan and Lesnick exploited the notion of left Kan extensions for addressing stability of
barcode of a zigzag module [10]. We remark that rk(F ) in equation (1) can be interpreted as an
invariant of F which is obtained by interconnecting the left and right Kan extensions of F along
a certain functor (Section D.2).
Organization. In Section 2 we briefly review basic notions from category theory and persis-
tence theory, specifically zigzag persistence. In Section 3 we define the rank invariant of a zigzag
module of vector spaces and show that there is a well defined procedure to translate the bar-
code of a zigzag module into its rank invariant, and vice versa. In Section 4 the rank invariant is
1By the barcode of a Reeb graph, we mean the 0-th level set barcode of that Reeb graph [16].
2The image of a morphism f : a → b is defined as the smallest subobject of b such that f factors through [35,
p.12]
3I (C ) denotes the collection of all isomorphism classes of C .
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generalized to the case of zigzag modules valued in a categories C more general than the cate-
gory of vector spaces. In Section 5 we show that our notion of persistence diagram of a zigzag
module of sets can be interpreted as the 0-th level set barcode of a Reeb graph. In Section 6 we
prove that both our construction of the rank invariant and its associated persistence diagrams
are stable for zigzag modules of sets or vector spaces. In Section 7 we define the rank invari-
ant of a poset-indexed persistence module P → C and propose a formula for the persistence
diagram of F . In Section 8 we discuss unanswered questions.
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2 Preliminaries
In Section 2.1 we set up terminology and notation relevant to category theory. In Section 2.2
we review the notion of poset-indexed persistence modules and their interval decomposability.
In Section 2.3 we introduce notation relevant to zigzag (persistence) modules, and define the
persistence diagram (PD) of a zigzag module.
2.1 Category theory elements.
Categories [4, 31]. For any category C , let ob(C ) and hom(C ) denote the class/set of all ob-
jects and that of all morphisms in C , respectively. Let I be a small category, i.e. ob(I ) and
hom(I ) are sets. For any two functors F,G : I →C , we write F ∼=G if F and G are naturally iso-
morphic. A functor F : I → C will sometimes be referred to as a diagram. Since the domain I
is small, we also refer to F as a small diagram. In particular, if ob(I ) and hom(I ) are finite sets,
then F : I →C will be called a finite diagram. A sub-diagram of F means the restriction F |J to a
full subcategory J of I . The following categories will be of main interest in this paper.
(i) By Vec and vec, we mean the category of vector spaces and finite dimensional vector
spaces, respectively with linear maps over a fixed field F.
(ii) By Set and set, we mean the category of sets and finite sets, respectively with set maps.
2.2 Interval decomposability and barcodes
Given any poset P, we regard P as the category: Objects are elements of P. For any p, q ∈P, there
exists a unique morphism p → q if and only if p ≤ q .
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For P a poset and C an arbitrary category, F : P → C a functor, and s ∈ P, let Fs := F (s).
Also, for any pair s ≤ t in P, let ϕF (s, t ) : Fs → Ft denote the morphism F (s ≤ t ). Any functor
F : P→ vec is said to be a P-indexed module.
Interval modules and direct sums. We follow the notation/definition from [10] in what fol-
lows.
Definition 2.1 (Intervals, [10]). Given a poset P, an intervalJ of P is any subsetJ ⊂P such that
1. J is non-empty.
2. If r, t ∈J and r ≤ s ≤ t , then s ∈J .
3. (connectivity) For any s, t ∈J , there is a sequence s = s0, s1, · · · , sl = t of elements ofJ with
si and si+1 comparable for 0≤ i ≤ l −1.
ForJ an interval of P, the interval module IJ : P→ vec is the P-indexed module where
I
J
t =
{
F if t ∈J ,
0 otherwise.
ϕIJ (s, t )=
{
idF if s, t ∈J , s ≤ t ,
0 otherwise.
Let F,G be P-indexed modules. The direct sum F
⊕
G of F and G is the P-indexed mod-
ule defined as follows: for all s ∈ P, (F⊕G)s := Fs⊕Gs and for all s ≤ t in P, the linear map
ϕF
⊕
G (s, t ) : (F
⊕
G)s → (F⊕G)t is defined by
ϕF
⊕
G (s, t )(v, w) :=
(
ϕF (s, t )(v),ϕG (s, t )(w)
)
for all (v, w) ∈ (F⊕G)s . We say a P-indexed module F is decomposable if F is (naturally) iso-
morphic to G1
⊕
G2 for some non-trivial P-indexed modules G1 and G2. Otherwise, we say that
F is indecomposable.
Proposition 2.2 (Proposition 2.2 in [10]). IJ is indecomposable.
Barcodes. Recall that a multiset is a collection of objects (called elements) in which elements
may occur more than once. We call the number of instances of an element in a specific multiset
the multiplicity of the element. For example, A = {{x, x, y}} is a multiset and the multiplicity of
x is two. Also, this multiset A is distinct from the multiset
{{
x, y
}}
.
Definition 2.3 (Interval decomposability). A P-indexed module F is interval decomposable if
there exists a multiset barcP(F ) of intervals (Definition 2.1) of P such that
F ∼=
⊕
J∈barcP(F )
IJ
It is well-known that, by the theorem of Azumaya-Krull-Remak-Schmidt [5], such a decom-
position is unique up to a permutation of the terms in the direct sum. Therefore, the multiset
barcP(F ) is unique if F is interval decomposable since a multiset is careless of the order of its
elements.
Definition 2.4 (Barcodes). We call barcP(F ) in Definition 2.3 the barcode of F.
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Figure 1: The shaded region stands for the poset U. For u,u′ ∈ U as marked in the figure, we
have u≤ u′. Together with the vertical line segment on the left, the horizontal line segment on
the top, and the point (−∞,∞), the poset U is illustrated.
2.3 Persistence diagram of a zigzag module
In this section we define the persistence diagram (PD) of a zigzag module.
Given any two posets P,P′, we assume that by default the product P×P′ is equipped with the
partial order where (p, p ′)≤ (q, q ′) if and only if p ≤ p ′ and q ≤ q ′. We regard the extended real
line R :=R∪ {−∞,∞} as a poset with the canonical order ≤. Also, by Rop we mean the opposite
category of R, i.e. for any p, q ∈ R, there exists a morphism p → q if and only if p ≥ q. The
following posets will be used throughout this paper:
Definition 2.5 (Several posets). (i) The posets
U := {(u1,u2) ∈R2 : u1 ≤ u2} , U := {(u1,u2) ∈R2 : u1 ≤ u2}
are equipped with the partial order inherited from R
op×R (see Figure 1).
(ii) The poset ZZ = {(i , j ) ∈ Z2 : j = i or j = i −1} has the partial order inherited from Rop×R.
Also, let ι : ZZ→Rop×R be the canonical (order-preserving) inclusion. See Figure 2 (A).
(iii) For any u= (u1,u2) ∈U, we define4
ZZ[ι≤u] :=

{a ∈ ZZ : ι(a)≤u}, u1,u2 are not integers,
{a ∈ ZZ : ι(a)≤u} \ {(u1,u1−1)}, u1 is an integer and u2 is not,
{a ∈ ZZ : ι(a)≤u} \ {(u2+1,u2)}, u2 is an integer and u1 is not,
{a ∈ ZZ : ι(a)≤u} \ {(u1,u1−1), (u2+1,u2)}, both of u1,u2 are integers,
which is a subposet of ZZ. Observe that ZZ[ι≤ u] cannot be empty for any choice of u ∈U.
See Figure 2 (B).
4The definition of ZZ[ι≤ u] is slightly different from [10] when u= (u1,u2) includes an integer coordinate. The
reason for this discrepancy, is that if one insists on using the definition in [10], then the rank invariant (Definition
3.7) would be unable to record the rank of sub-diagrams one of whose endpoints is a sink index (e.g. Figure 5).
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Figure 2: (A) An illustration of the poset ZZ. Also, the shaded region stands for the poset U. (B)
Fixing u ∈U as shown, the subposet ZZ[ι≤u] is indicated by the red points and the red arrows.
Definition 2.6 (Zigzag module). Any functor F : ZZ→ vec is called a zigzag module.
Theorem 2.7 (Interval decomposability of 1-D persistence modules and zigzag modules [11, 22,
14]). For any P ∈ {R,Z,ZZ}, P-indexed modules are interval decomposable (Definition 2.3).
The barcode associated to a zigzag module. By Theorem 2.7, any zigzag module M : ZZ→ vec
admits a barcode (Definition 2.4), which will be denoted by barcZZ(M).
Notation 2.8 (Intervals of ZZ). The notation introduced in [10] is useful for describing barcodes
of zigzag modules: Letting ¹ (resp. ≺) denote the partial order (resp. the strict partial order) on
Z2 (not on Zop×Z), any interval of ZZ falls into one of the following four types:
(b,d)ZZ := {(i , j ) ∈ ZZ : (b,b)≺ (i , j )≺ (d ,d)} for b < d in Z∪ {−∞,∞},
[b,d)ZZ := {(i , j ) ∈ ZZ : (b,b)¹ (i , j )≺ (d ,d)} for b < d in Z∪ {∞},
(b,d ]ZZ := {(i , j ) ∈ ZZ : (b,b)≺ (i , j )¹ (d ,d)} for b < d in Z∪ {−∞},
[b,d ]ZZ := {(i , j ) ∈ ZZ : (b,b)¹ (i , j )¹ (d ,d)} for b ≤ d in Z.
See Figure 3 for examples. Specifically, we let 〈b,d〉ZZ denote any of the above types of inter-
vals. By utilizing this notation, the barcode of a zigzag module M : ZZ→ vec can be expressed, for
some index set J , as
barcZZ(M)=
{{
〈b j ,d j 〉ZZ : M ∼=
⊕
j∈J
I 〈b j ,d j 〉ZZ
}}
.
Here, {{·}} is used instead of {·} to indicate barcZZ(M) is a multiset.
Persistence diagram of a zigzag module. We define the persistence diagram (PD) of a zigzag
module, adapting notation from [15, 18]. This object will help us graphically interpret the rank
invariant of a zigzag module.
For any u ∈ U (Definition 2.5 (i)), we can decorate each entry of u with a superscript +, −,
or o. Let U
∗
:= {(u∗1 ,u∗2 ) : (u1,u2) ∈U} be the set of decorated points in U, where u∗i stands for
either u+i ,u
−
i or u
o
i .
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(−2,−2)
(−1,−1)
(0,0)
(1,1)
(2,2)
(−1,−2)
(0,−1)
(1,0)
(2,1)
(−1,1)ZZ
(−2,−2)
(−1,−1)
(0,0)
(1,1)
(2,2)
(−1,−2)
(0,−1)
(1,0)
(2,1)
[−1,1)ZZ
(−2,−2)
(−1,−1)
(0,0)
(1,1)
(2,2)
(−1,−2)
(0,−1)
(1,0)
(2,1)
(−1,1]ZZ
(−2,−2)
(−1,−1)
(0,0)
(1,1)
(2,2)
(−1,−2)
(0,−1)
(1,0)
(2,1)
[−1,1]ZZ
Figure 3: The points falling into the shaded regions comprise the intervals
(−1,1)ZZ, [−1,1)ZZ, (−1,1]ZZ and [−1,1]ZZ of the poset ZZ, respectively in order.
Definition 2.9 (The PD of a zigzag module). Let M be a zigzag module with barcode barcZZ(M) :={{〈b j ,d j 〉ZZ : j ∈ J}} for some index set J . Then, the PD of M is defined as
dgmZZ(M) :=
{{
(b∗j ,d
∗
j ) ∈U
∗
: j ∈ J
}}
,
where each (b∗j ,d
∗
j ) ∈ dgmZZ(M) corresponds to the interval 〈b j ,d j 〉ZZ of ZZ according to Table 1.
See Figure 4 for an example.
Interval Decorated pair
(b,d)ZZ (b+,d−) b < d in Z
[b,d)ZZ (b−,d−) b < d in Z
(b,d ]ZZ (b+,d+) b < d in Z
[b,d ]ZZ (b−,d+) b ≤ d in Z
Interval Decorated pair
(−∞,∞)ZZ (−∞o ,∞o)
(b,∞)ZZ (b+,∞o) b ∈ Z
[b,∞)ZZ (b−,∞o) b ∈ Z
(−∞,d)ZZ (−∞o ,d−) d ∈ Z
(−∞,d ]ZZ (−∞o ,d+) d ∈ Z
Table 1
Remark 2.10 (About Definition 2.9). Note that, in Definition 2.9, the PD of a zigzag module M
is merely another representation of the barcode of M. However, in Section 3, it will turn out that
the PD of a zigzag module can also be obtained from the rank invariant of M, which we define
based on category theory ideas. Also, Definition 2.9 will be generalized to the setting of zigzag
modules valued in categories C other than vec (Definition 4.4), where there is a priori no notion
of barcode.
3 The rank invariant of a zigzag module
We aim at generalizing the definition of the rank invariant of standard persistence modules
(Definition A.1) to zigzag modules.
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Figure 4: Assume that a zigzag module M has the barcode barcZZ(M) =
{{[2,2]ZZ, [1,3)ZZ, (1,4)ZZ, [2,5]ZZ, (3,4)ZZ, [4,∞)ZZ}}. The figure above illustrates dgmZZ(M).
The direction of the tip at each point in the figure is determined by the combination of the
decorations of x and y coordinates of the point: The decoration of the x-coordinate determines
whether the tip points to left (−) or right (+), whereas that of the y-coordinate determines
whether the tip points up (+) or down (−).
3.1 Finite zigzag categories
We begin by introducing the notion of finite zigzag category: This will be useful to present sev-
eral proofs with minimalistic notation.
Definition 3.1 (Finite zigzag categories). For each n ∈N, we define the following two finite zigzag
categories
([n],→) : 1→ 2← 3→ . . .↔ n−1↔ n, and ([n],←) : 1← 2→ 3← . . .↔ n−1↔ n.
To be precise, the category ([n],→) consists of the following:
(i) Objects: the integers 1, 2, . . . , n.
(ii) Morphisms: Other than an isomorphism on each object, there are the following morphisms:
1→ 2, 2← 3, 3→ 4, . . ., n−1↔ n (strictly alternating directions).
The arrow→ in ([n],→) stands for the direction of the first arrow, i.e. 1→ 2. The category ([n],←)
is defined as the opposite category of ([n],→). Notice that for n = 1, the two categories ([1],→) and
([1],←) are identical. When no danger of confusion exists, by [n], we will mean either ([n],→) or
([n],←).
Fix n ∈N. Any functor F : [n]→ vec is called a finite zigzag module. Any such functor can be
represented as a sequence of linear maps in a strictly alternating way:
F : F1 F2 F3 · · · Fn .f1 f2 f3 fn−1
Recall the notions of cone and cocone from category theory (Definitions B.1 and B.4). The
following observation is the first step toward defining the rank invariant of a zigzag module.
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Proposition 3.2 (Canonical map from a cone to a cocone). Let F : [n]→Vec be any finite zigzag
module. Let
(
L, (pia)a∈[n]
)
and
(
C , (ia)a∈[n]
)
be any cone and cocone of F , respectively. Then for
any a,b ∈ [n], we have that ia ◦pia = ib ◦pib .
Proof. We have the combined commutative diagram of
(
L, (pia)a∈[n]
)
and
(
C , (ia)a∈[n]
)
as fol-
lows:
C
V1 V2 V3 · · · Vn
L
f1
i1 i2
f2 f3
i3
fn−1
in
pi1 pi2 pi3 pin
Without loss of generality, assuming f1 is a map from V1 to V2, we prove that i1◦pi1 = i2◦pi2. This
is clear by tracking the commutativity of the diagram above:
i1 ◦pi1 = (i2 ◦ f1)◦pi1 = i2 ◦ ( f1 ◦pi1)= i2 ◦pi2.
Similarly, for each k = 2, . . . ,n−1, we have ik ◦pik = ik+1 ◦pik+1, completing the proof.
Recall that a limit (colimit) of a functor F is the terminal (initial) object in the cateogory of
cones (cocones) over F . See Definitions B.2 and B.5. Every vec-valued finite diagram has both a
limit and a colimit in vec [31]. Thus, by virtue of Proposition 3.2, we can define:
Definition 3.3 (The canonical LC map and the rank of a finite zigzag module). Let F : [n]→ vec
be a finite zigzag module. Consider the limit
(
lim←−−F, (pik )k∈[n]
)
and the colimit
(
lim−−→F, (ik )k∈[n]
)
of
F . We define the canonical LC map5 of F as the linear map
φF : lim←−−F −→ lim−−→F, where φF := ik ◦pik for any k ∈ [n].
We define the rank of F as the rank of the canonical LC map of F .
The example below justifies the use of the term “rank" in Definition 3.3.
Example 3.4. (1) A functor F : [1] → vec amounts to a vector space F1 with the identity map
idF1 : F1 → F1. In this case, the rank of F is the dimension of F1. (2) A functor F : [2] → vec
amounts to a linear map F1
f1←→ F2. Without loss of generality, let f1 be the map from F1 to F2.
Then, lim←−−F ∼= F1 and lim−−→∼= F2 and the rank of F is identical to the rank of f1.
Remark 3.5 (The rank of an infinite zigzag module). Let M : ZZ → vec be any (infinite) zigzag
module. Consider the limit (L, (pia)a∈ZZ) and the colimit (C , (ia)a∈ZZ) of M. Then, in the same way
as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, one can prove that ia ◦pia = ib ◦pib for all a,b ∈ ZZ. Therefore,
we can define the rank of M as the rank of the canonical LC mapφM := ia◦pia for any a ∈ ZZ, thus
generalizing Definition 3.3. Note that the rank of M |I is well-defined even for the restriction M |I
of M to any infinite interval I of ZZ. In particular, by construction, the rank of M |I cannot exceed
mina∈I dim(Ma) and is thus finite.
5The “LC" is a shorthand for limit-to-colimit.
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Figure 5
3.2 Rank invariant of a zigzag module
In this section we define the rank invariant of a zigzag module M : ZZ→ vec in a category theo-
retical way. For this, representing sub-diagrams of M in a simple way is desirable.
Simple representation of sub-diagrams of a zigzag module. Let M be any zigzag module.
We demonstrate that for each u ∈ U, the restriction M |ZZ[ι≤u] (Definition 2.5 (iii), Figure 2 (B))
amounts to a finite zigzag module F : [n]→ vec (for some n ∈N).
Fix u ∈U. Then ZZ[ι ≤ u] is a nonempty finite subset of ZZ with cardinality n. Let us order
the elements in ZZ[ι≤u] in a line by making use of the order ≤ of R2, (not the order of Rop×R),
i.e.
ZZ[ι≤u]= {a1 ≤ a2 ≤ . . .≤ an}.
Then F : [n]→ vec is defined for each k ∈ [n], as Fk :=Mak , and
Fk
fk←→ Fk+1 :=
{
ϕM (ak ,ak+1), ak = (i +1, i ) for some i ∈ Z,
ϕM (ak+1,ak ), ak = (i , i ) for some i ∈ Z.
This construction of F is clearly nothing but a re-indexing of M . Therefore, there exist isomor-
phisms between lim←−−F and lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u] and between lim−−→F and lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u].
Definition 3.6 (Simple representation). Let M be a zigzag module. For each u ∈ U, the finite
zigzag module F := F [u] : [n]→ vec defined as above will be called the simple representation of
M |ZZ[ι≤u] (See Figure 5 for an example).
Let M : ZZ→ vec be any zigzag module. For each u ∈U, the rank of MZZ[ι≤u] stands for the
rank of the simple representation of MZZ[ι≤u]. Also, even for u ∈ U \ U, the rank of MZZ[ι≤u] is
well-defined by Remark 3.5.
Definition 3.7 (Rank invariant of a zigzag module). Let M : ZZ→ vec be any zigzag module. The
rank invariant of M is the map rk(M) : U→ Z+ sending u ∈U to the rank of M |ZZ[ι≤u].
We remark that the rank invariant of a one-dimensional persistence module can also be
interpreted in the same way as in Definition 3.7: See Definition A.1 and Remark A.2. Also, in
Section C we demonstrate that our construction of the rank invariant of a zigzag module can be
regarded as more “faithful" than the construction considered by Puuska [38].
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Let P and Q be any two posets and let f : P→Q. We say that f is order-reversing if p ≤ p ′ in
P implies that f (p)≥ f (p ′) in Q. Also, by Z+, we mean the poset of non-negative integers with
the inequality ≤.
Proposition 3.8. Let M : ZZ→ vec be any zigzag module. The map rk(M) : U→ Z+ is an order-
reversing map.
Proposition 3.8 is analogous to Remark A.4 for one-dimensional persistence modules.
Proof. Take any pair u = (u1,u2) ≤ (u′1,u′2) = u′ in U. Notice that since ZZ[ι ≤ u] ⊂ ZZ[ι ≤ u′],
lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u′] and lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u′] are a cone and a cocone over M |ZZ[ι≤u], respectively (Remark
B.7). Then by the terminal property of lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u] and the initial property of lim−−→M |[ι≤u], there
exist unique morphisms p : lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u′] → lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u] and i : lim−−→MZZ[ι≤u] → lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u′]
such that for each a ≤ b in ZZ[ι≤u], the following diagram commutes:
lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u′]
lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u]
Ma Mb
lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u]
lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u′]
i
ia
i ′a
M(a≤b)
ib
i ′b
pia pib
pi′a pi′b
p
Let a ∈ ZZ[ι ≤ u] (and thus a ∈ ZZ[ι ≤ u′]). Let φM (u) be the canonical LC map lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u] →
lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u] and similarly define φM (u
′). Then
φM (u
′)= i ′a ◦pi′a = (i ◦ ia)◦ (pia ◦p)= i ◦ (ia ◦pia)◦p = i ◦φM (u)◦p,
which implies the rank of φM (u′) is less than or equal to that of φM (u), as desired.
3.3 Relationship between the PD and the rank invariant
We show that the rank invariant of a zigzag module M (Definition 3.7) can be obtained from the
PD of M (Definition 2.9) and vice versa. To this end, we begin by defining the partial order on
the poset U
∗
(Section 2.3).
The partial order on U
∗
. We define the partial order on U
∗
as follows. Let R
∗
:=R×{−,o,+}. We
will denote any (r,∗) ∈R∗ by r ∗. Let us equip the set {−.o,+} with the order −< o <+. Consider
R
∗
as the (completely) ordered set with the lexicographic order: For r ∗1 , s∗2 ∈R∗, r ∗ < s∗ if
[r < s] or [r = s and ∗1 <∗2].
Finally, we equip U
∗
with the partial order which is inherited from (R
∗
)op×R∗. Notice that if
u<u′ in U, then u∗1 < (u′)∗2 in U∗, regardless of the decorations of u and u′.
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Figure 6: The red region stands for (3,4)y.
Quadrants in U
∗
. For u = (u1,u2) ∈ U, let uy be the collection of points v∗ in U∗ such that
(u−1 ,u
+
2 ) ≤ v∗. Graphically, (1) uy stands for the closed upper-left quadrant defined by u in U,
and (2) the inequality (u−1 ,u
+
2 ) ≤ v∗ indicates that the point with a tip which symbolizes v∗ is
completely contained in the quadrant uy (see Figure 4). Also, similarly we define, for u ∈U \ U,
uy :=

{
v∗ ∈U∗ : (u−1 ,∞o)≤ v∗
}
, u= (u1,∞), u1 ∈R{
v∗ ∈U∗ : (−∞o ,u+2 )≤ v∗
}
, u= (−∞,u2), u2 ∈R{
(−∞o ,∞o)} , u= (−∞,∞).
One can compute the rank invariant of a zigzag module M easily, given the PD of M :
Proposition 3.9 (Computation of rk(M) from dgmZZ(M)). Let M : ZZ→ vec be any zigzag mod-
ule. For any u= (u1,u2) ∈U,
rk(M)(u)= (The total multiplicity of points in dgmZZ(M) contained in uy) . (2)
Example 3.10. Consider the zigzag module M which has the PD depicted as in Figure 4. By
Proposition 3.9, rk(M)(3,4) = 1 (see Figure 6). Also, for all ε ∈ (0, 12), rk(M)(3,4− ε) = 2 and
rk(M)(3+ε,4−ε)= 3, illustrating that rk(M) : U→ Z+ is order-reversing (Proposition 3.8).
Note that from Proposition 3.9 it follows that that rk(M) can be easily computed from dgmZZ(M).
This is so despite the fact that, in appareance, the rank invariant rk(M) is defined independently
of the interval decomposition of M (Definition 3.7).
We provide three different, independent proofs of Proposition 3.9. We do this in this ex-
tended paper for pedagogical reasons. See Sections D.1, D.2, and D.3, respectively. In particular,
the first two proofs are based on [9, 29] as well as on comments by an anonymous reviewer.
Remark 3.11. Informally, Proposition 3.9 implies that for u= (u1,u2), rk(M)(u) counts the num-
ber of persistence features of the zigzag module M which are born before or at u1 and die after or
at u2.
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In the TDA literature it is often the case that the indexing set of a zigzag module is a subset of
R [16, 15, 23, 24, 27]. This motivates us to construct a rescaled-version of the poset ZZ. Similar
ideas can be found in [10]. In Section H we clarify how to adapt the ideas discussed so far to the
setting of rescaled ZZ.
Proposition 3.9 illustrates how to extract the rank invariant of a zigzag module M (Definition
3.7) from the PD dgmZZ(M) of M . Next, reciprocally, we show how to compute the PD of a zigzag
module M from the rank invariant of M . This is accomplished by invoking Proposition 3.9 and
the principle of inclusion-exclusion. We first introduce new notation.
To the set {−,+}, let us assign the order − < +. Let Z± := Z× {−,+}. We write z∗ in lieu of
(z,∗) ∈ Z× {−,+}. We assign the lexicographic order to Z± as follows: z∗11 < z∗22 in Z± if and only
if either z1 < z2 in Z or z1 = z2 and ∗1 <∗2 in {−,+}. We extend the order Z± to Z±∪ {−∞o ,+∞o}
as follows: For all z∗ ∈ Z±∪ {−∞o ,+∞o}, −∞o ≤ z∗ ≤+∞o .
Let (Z2)∗ := {(m∗1 ,n∗2 ) : m∗1 < n∗2 in Z±∪ {−∞o ,∞o}} . Note that this set is a subset of U∗
(Section 2.3). Let 1+,1− : {+,o,−}→ {1,0} be defined as
1+(∗) :=
{
1, ∗=+
0, otherwise,
and 1−(∗) :=
{
1, ∗=−
0, otherwise.
Proposition 3.12 (Computation of dgmZZ(M) from rk(M)). Let M be a zigzag module and let
ε ∈ (0, 12). For (b∗1 ,d∗2 ) ∈ (Z2)∗, the multiplicity of (b∗1 ,d∗2 ) in dgmZZ(M) is
rk(M)
(
b+ε ·1+(∗1), d −ε · 1−(∗2)
)− rk(M)(b+ε · 1+, d +ε · (1− 1−(∗2)))
− rk(M)(b−ε(1− 1+(∗1)), d −ε · 1−(∗2))+ rk(M)(b−ε · (1− 1+(∗1)), d +ε · (1− 1−(∗2))).
By convention, we set rk(M)(α,β)= 0 if either α=−∞−ε or β=+∞+ε. (For the convenience of
the reader, in the appendix (Proposition E.1) we expand the formula above for all cases .)
We prove Proposition 3.12 in Section E. By virtue of Proposition 3.12, we can recover the PD
dgmZZ(M) from the rank invariant of M : ZZ → vec. This leads to the following theorem (cf.
Theorem A.5):
Theorem 3.13 (Completeness of the rank invariant for zigzag modules). Let M , N : ZZ→ vec be
any two zigzag modules with rk(M)= rk(N ). Then, M is isomorphic to N .
4 Generalized zigzag modules and their persistence diagrams
We adapt ideas from [37] in order to define generalized zigzag modules, their rank invariants,
and their persistence diagrams.
Definition 4.1 (Generalized zigzag modules). Let C be any category.
(i) Any functor F : [n]→C is called a (generalized) finite zigzag module.
(ii) Any functor M : ZZ→C is called a (generalized) zigzag module.
We have considered zigzag modules valued in vec. However, numerous definitions and
propositions from previous sections are not necessarily restricted to the category vec.
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Symmetric monoidal category with images. A symmetric monoidal category (C ,ä) is, in brief,
a category C with a binary operation ä on its object and an identity object e ∈ ob(C ) satisfying
the following properties:
• (Symmetry) aäb ∼= bäa, for all a,b ∈ ob(C ).
• (Associativity) aä(bäc)∼= (aäb)äc, for all a,b,c ∈ ob(C ).
• (Identity) aäe ∼= a, for all a ∈ ob(C ).
We refer the reader to [40, p.114] for a precise definition of a symmetric monoidal category.
We say that a category C has images if the following holds: For every morphism f : a →
b in C , there is a monomorphism h : z → b and a morphism g : a → z such that f = h ◦ g .
Furthermore, for a monomorphism h′ : z ′→ b and a morphism g ′ : a → z ′ such that f = h′ ◦ g ′,
there is a unique morphism u : z → z ′ such that the following diagram commutes:
a b
z
z ′
f
g
g ′
h
u
h′
See [35, p.12] for a discussion about images.
Complete, cocomplete, essentially small categories [4, 31]. A category C is called complete
if every small diagram F : I →C has a limit in C . Likewise, a category C is called cocomplete if
every small diagram has a colimit in C . If a category C is both complete and cocomplete, then
C is called bicomplete.6 A categoryC is called essentially small if the collection of isomorphism
classes of objects in C is a set.
Throughout this paper, (C ,ä) (or simply C ) will always stand for a essentially small, sym-
metric monoidal, bicomplete category with images (i.e. we just add the “bicompleteness" con-
dition to the general setting of a category C in [37]). In particular, (set,unionsq) (where unionsq stands for
disjoint union) and (vec,⊕) (where⊕ stands for direct sum) will be the categories of main inter-
est.
Grothendieck groups. Fix a category (C ,ä). LetI (C ) be the set of all isomorphism classes of
C . For any C ∈ ob(C ), let [C ] denote the isomorphism class of C inI (C ). The binary operation
inI (C ) is defined as [a]+ [b] := [aäb]. The group completionA (C ) ofI (C ) with respect to +
is said to be the Grothendieck group of C [37, Definition 6.1.1]. Hence, the notion of addtion +
and subtraction − is well-defined inA (C ).
6For example, besides Set and Vec, examples include the category of groups, the category of abelian groups, the
category of topological spaces.
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Rank invariant a zigzag module. Observe that Proposition 3.2 holds even if the target cate-
gory Vec of F is replaced by C . Therefore in this setting, there always exists the canonical LC
map φF : lim←−−F → lim−−→F .
Definition 4.2 (The rank of a finite zigzag module). Let F : [n]→C be a finite zigzag module. By
the rank of F , we mean [im(φF )] ∈I (C ), where φF is the canonical LC map φF : lim←−−F → lim−−→F .
Recall that given any zigzag module M : ZZ → C , and any u ∈ U, M |ZZ[ι≤u] is naturally iso-
morphic to a finite zigzag module F [u] : [n]→C for some n ∈N (Definition 3.6). We generalize
Definition 3.7:
Definition 4.3 (Rank invariant of a zigzag module). Let M : ZZ→ C be any zigzag module. We
define the rank invariant of M as the map rkC (M) : U→I (C ) defined by sending each u ∈U to
the rank of F [u]∼=M |ZZ[ι≤u].
PD of a zigzag module. We generalize the PD of a zigzag module valued in vec (Definition 2.9,
Proposition 3.12) to:
Definition 4.4 (The PD of a zigzag module). Let M : ZZ→C be any zigzag module. The Möbius
inversion of rkC (M) is called the PD of M. Namely, the PD of M is a map (Z2)∗→A (C ) defined
by sending each (b∗1 ,d∗2 ) ∈ (Z2)∗ to
rkC (M)
(
b+ε ·1+(∗1), d −ε · 1−(∗2)
)− rkC (M)(b+ε · 1+, d +ε · (1− 1−(∗2)))
− rkC (M)
(
b−ε(1− 1+(∗1)), d −ε · 1−(∗2)
)+ rkC (M)(b−ε · (1− 1+(∗1)), d +ε · (1− 1−(∗2))).
Specifically, by convention, we set rkC (M)(α,β) to be the identity element e in A (C ) if either
α = −∞−ε or β = +∞+ε. By dgmZZC (M) we denote the PD of M. We often write simply rk(M)
and dgmZZ(M) in place of rkC (M) and dgm
ZZ
C (M) respectively, whenC is implied by the context.
Remark 4.5 (Interpretation of Proposition 3.12). For the monoid (I (vec),
⊕
) of isomorphism
classes of the category vec, we have the isomorphism (I (vec),
⊕
) ∼= (Z+,+), which sends each
isomorphism class [V ] ∈ I (vec) to dim(V ). Extending this isomorphism, we have the group
isomorphism (A (vec),
⊕
) ∼= (Z,+). In Definition 4.4, the counterpart of the concept of “multi-
plicity" appearing in Proposition 3.12 is a class of vector spaces in A (vec). We also remark that
(A (set),
⊔
)∼= (Z,+).
Remark 4.6 (Comparison with Definition 2.9). By virtue of Proposition 3.12, it turns out that
dgmZZvec(M) can be defined as in Definition 4.4 without referring to barc
ZZ(M), in contrast to Def-
inition 2.9. Since there is no notion of barcode of a zigzag module N valued in C other than vec,
constructing invariants of N which are not dependent on the notion of barcode is vital.
In Section F, we clarify that Definitions 4.3 and 4.4 are a generalization of the rank function
and the generalized persistence diagram by Patel [33, 37] to zigzag modules (Proposition F.5).
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5 Equivalence of two persistence diagrams for set-valued zigzag
modules
Recall from [10, 24] that any diagram M : ZZ → set (or a rescaled version of M) amounts to a
Reeb graph and vice versa (see Example 5.4). Also, the 0-th level set barcode of a Reeb graph
captures the lifetime of all homological features in the Reeb graph [6, 16].
In this section we show that for any M : ZZ→ set, the PD dgmZZset(M), obtained as the Möbius
inversion of the rank invariant rkset(M), is equal (see below) to the 0-th level set barcode of the
Reeb graph corresponding to M .
Definition 5.1 (The linearization functor). Let LF : Set → Vec be the linearization functor: For
any set S, LF(S) consists of formal linear combination
∑
i ai si , (ai ∈ F, si ∈ S) of finite terms of
elements in S over the field F. Also, given a set map f : S → T , LF( f ) is the linear map from LF(S)
to LF(T ) obtained by linearly extending f .
In the following theorem, we identify both of the Grothendieck groups A (vec) and A (set)
with the integer group (Z,+) (see Remark 4.5).
Theorem 5.2 (Isomorphism theorem). For any M : ZZ→ set, rkset(M)= rkvec(LF(M)). Therefore,
dgmZZset(M)= dgmZZvec(LF(M)).
The proof of Theorem 5.2 follows from a geometric interpretation on the canonical LC maps
of a set-valued zigzag module. We defer the proof to the end of this section.
Geometric interpretation of the canonical LC maps of a set-valued zigzag modules. Recall
the finite zigzag category [n] from Definition 3.1. Consider a diagram F : [n] → set. For k ∈
{1, . . . ,n−1}, pick xk ∈ Fk and xk+1 ∈ Fk+1. We write xk ∼ xk+1 if one of xk and xk+1 is the image
of the other via Fk
fk↔ Fk+1.
We can explicitly represent the limit and the colimit of F as follows.
(i) The limit of F is the pair
(
L, (pik )k∈[n]
)
, where
L :=
{
(xk )k∈[n] ∈
∏
k∈[n]
Fk : for k = 1, . . . ,n−1, xk ∼ xk+1
}
,
and each pik : A→ Fk is the canonical projection to the k-th coordinate.
(ii) The colimit of F is the pair
(
C , (ik )k∈[n]
)
described as follows:
C :=
( ∐
k∈[n]
Fk
)/∼,
where ∼ is the equivalence relation generated by the relations xk ∼ xk+1 for xk ∈ Fk and
xk+1 ∈ Fk+1. For the quotient map q :
∐
k∈[n] Fk → C , each ik is the composition Fk ,→∐
k∈[n] Fk
q→C .
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Definition 5.3 (Local analysis of a Reeb graph). Consider any functor M : ZZ→ set and fix u ∈U.
Let F : [n]→ set be the simple representation of M |ZZ[ι≤u] (cf. Definition 3.6).
(i) Each element in lim−−→F is called u-component.
(ii) Each element in lim←−−F is called u-strand.
(iii) Each element in the image of the canonical LC map φF : lim←−−F → lim−−→F is called u-full com-
ponent of M.
The terminology (u-component and u-strand) in Definition 5.3 is explained via the following
example.
Example 5.4. Consider the Reeb graph (X , p) in Figure 7. This Reeb graph is encoded as a zigzag
module M : ZZ→ set specified as follows:
M(1,1) = {v1, v2}, M(2,1) = {e1,e2}, M(2,2) = {v3, v4}, M(3,2) = {e3,e4}, M(3,3) = {v5, v6},
and any other M(i , j ) is the empty set. The four maps
M(1,1) M(2,1) M(2,2) M(3,2) M(3,3)
ϕM ((2,1),(1,1)) ϕM ((2,1),(2,2)) ϕM ((3,2),(2,2)) ϕM ((3,2),(3,3))
are defined by the adjacency information indicated as in Figure 7. In U, let us pick u := (1,3) and
w := (1,2).
(i) There are the two u-components: The connected component containing the vertex v1 and
the one containing v2. Also, there are the two w-components: The restrictions of the previ-
ous two components to pi−1([1,2]), indicated by the yellow box.
(ii) The sequences v1e1v3e4v5 and v1e1v3e3v6 stand for u-strands.
(iii) Via the canonical LC map, each u-strand is mapped to the unique u-full component, which
is the component containing the two u-strands.
The sequence v1e1v3e4v5 and v1e1v3e3v6 stand for u-strands. The connected component con-
taining the vertex v1 is (1,3)-full component. The component containing v2 is (1,3)-component,
not (1,3)-full component.
For any M : ZZ→ vec, suppose that M ∼=⊕ j∈J I 〈b j ,d j 〉ZZ for some index set J . Any summand
that is isomorphic to I (−∞,∞)ZZ is called a full summand of M . Also we know (from [14, Proposi-
tion 2.12]) that for any u ∈U, the restriction M |ZZ[ι≤u] has the interval decomposition
M |ZZ[ι≤u] ∼=
⊕
j∈J
(
I 〈b j ,d j 〉ZZ
)∣∣∣
ZZ[ι≤u].
By analogy with the situation above, any summand of M |ZZ[ι≤u] whose support is ZZ[ι ≤ u]
is also called a full summand of the restricted module M |ZZ[ι≤u].
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Figure 7: A (triangulated) Reeb graph (X , p) where p : X →R is the projection map to the (hori-
zontal) real axis.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. For any u = (u1,u2) ∈ U, consider the restriction LF(M)|ZZ[ι≤u] : ZZ[ι ≤
u] → vec. Clearly, LF(M)|ZZ[ι≤u] is identical to LF(M |ZZ[ι≤u]). The number of full summands of
LF(M |ZZ[ι≤u]) is identical to the cardinality of [u1,u2) in the 0-th extended persistence diagram
of the Reeb graph MZZ[ι≤u] [16]. Also, the cardinality of [u1,u2) in the 0-th extended persistence
diagram of MZZ[ι≤u] is identical to the u-full components of M [20], [25, Section IV.4]. Therefore,
rk(LF(M))(u)
= (The total multiplicity of points in dgmZZ(LF(M)) contained in uy) by Proposition 3.9
= (The number of full summands of LF(M)|ZZ[ι≤u]) by [14, Proposition 2.12]
= (The number of u-full components in M) by the above argument
= rk(M)(u) by Definition 5.3.
6 Stability theorems for vec- and set-valued zigzag modules
In this section we establish stability results for both vec-valued and set-valued zigzag modules
as corollaries of the equivalence between our PDs and classical PDs (Definition 2.9, Proposition
3.12, Theorem 5.2), in addition to previously known stability theorems in the literature.
The stability results contained in this section can be regarded as an extension of the stability
theorem of Patel [37, Theorem 8.2] (see also Theorem G.1).
6.1 Interleaving distance
We review the interleaving distance between Rn-indexed functors and between ZZ-indexed
functors [10, 18, 30].
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Natural transformations. We recall the notion of natural transformations from category the-
ory [31]: Let C and D be any categories and let F,G : C → D be any two functors. A natural
transformation ϕ : F ⇒ G is a collection of morphisms ϕc : Fc → Gc in D for all objects c ∈ C
such that for any morphism f : c → c ′ in C , the following diagram commutes:
Fc Fc ′
Gc Gc ′ .
F ( f )
ϕc ϕc′
G( f )
Natural transformations ϕ : F →G are considered as morphisms in the categoryDC of all func-
tors from C toD.
The interleaving distance between Rd -indexed functors. In what follows, for any ε ∈ [0,∞),
we will denote the vector ε(1, . . . ,1) ∈Rd by~ε. The dimension d will be clearly specified in con-
text.
Definition 6.1 (v-shift functor). Let C be any category. For each v ∈ [0,∞)n , the v-shift functor
(−)(v) :C Rd →C Rd is defined as follows:
(i) (On objects) Let F : Rd → C be any functor. Then the functor F (v) : Rd → C is defined as
follows: For any a ∈Rd ,
F (v)a := Fa+v.
Also, for another a′ ∈Rd such that a≤ a′ we define
F (v)(a≤ a′) := F (a+v≤ a′+v) .
In particular, if v=~ε ∈ [0,∞)d , then we simply write F (ε) in lieu of F (~ε).
(ii) (On morphisms) Given any natural transformation ϕ : F ⇒G, the natural transformation
ϕ(v) : F (v)⇒G(v) is defined as ϕ(v)a =ϕa+v : F (v)a →G(v)a for each a ∈Rd .
For any v ∈ [0,∞)d , letϕvF : F ⇒ F (v) be the natural transformation whose restriction to each
Fa is the morphism F (a≤ a+v) in C . When v=~ε, we denote ϕvF simply by ϕεF .
Definition 6.2 (v-interleaving between Rd -indexed functors). Let C be any category. Given any
two functors F,G : Rd →C , we say that they are v-interleaved if there are natural transformations
f : F ⇒G(v) and g : G ⇒ F (v) such that
(i) g (v)◦ f =ϕ2vF ,
(ii) f (v)◦ g =ϕ2vG .
In this case, we call ( f , g ) a v-interleaving pair. When v = ε(1, . . . ,1), we simply call ( f , g )
ε-interleaving pair. The interleaving distance between dCI is defined as
dCI (F,G) := inf{ε ∈ [0,∞) : F,G are~ε-interleaved}, (3)
where we set dCI (F,G) =∞ if there is no ε-interleaving pair between F and G for any ε ∈ [0,∞).
Then dCI is an extended pseudo-metric forC -valued R
d -indexed functors. We drop the subscript
d from dCI when confusion is unlikely.
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The reflection map r : R→Rop defined by t 7→ −t induces a poset isomorphism Rop×R→R2
and this in turns induces an isomorphismC R
2 →C Rop×R. Therefore, the notions of ε-interleaving
pair and the interleaving distance dCI on ob(C
R2 ) carry over to Rop×R-indexed or U-indexed
functors (Definition 2.5 (i)).
Extension functor and the interleaving for zigzag modules. We first review the definition of
extension functor E : C ZZ → C U of [10] for a cocomplete category C . For any zigzag module
M : ZZ→C , define the functor E˜(M) : Rop×R→C as follows: For a ∈Rop×R,
E˜(M)(a) := lim−−→M |ZZ[(ι≤a)].
Also, for any pair a ≤ b in Rop ×R, since ZZ[ι ≤ a] is a subposet of ZZ[ι ≤ b], the linear map
lim−−→M |ZZ[(ι≤a)] → lim−−→M |ZZ[(ι≤b)], is uniquely specified by the initial property of the colimit lim−−→M |ZZ[(ι≤a)]
(Definition B.5 and Remark B.7). This E˜(M) is called the left Kan extension of M along ι : ZZ ,→
Rop×R. Given M , N : ZZ → C and a natural transformation Γ : M → N , universality of colim-
its also yields an induced morphism Γ˜ : E˜(M) → E˜(N ). Given a zigzag module M , the functor
E(M) : U→C is defined as the restriction E˜(M)|U : U→C .
Definition 6.3 (Interleaving distance between zigzag modules [10]). Let C be a cocomplete cat-
egory. For any M , N : ZZ→C ,
dI(M , N ) := dCI (E(M),E(N )) .
6.2 Erosion and bottleneck stability for vec-valued zigzag modules
Erosion distance. We review a particular case of the erosion distance from [37, 38]. Let P and
Q be any two posets. Given any two maps f , g : P→Q, we write f ≤ g if f (p)≤ g (p) for all p ∈P.
For any ε ∈ [0,∞), let ~ε := (−ε,ε) ∈ U. Given any map Y : U → Z+ and ε ∈ [0,∞), define
another map∇εY : U→ Z+ as∇εY (u) := Y (u+~ε). If Y is order-reversing, it is clear that∇εY ≤ Y .
Definition 6.4 (Erosion distance [37, 38]). Let Y1,Y2 : U→ Z+ be any two order-reversing maps.
The erosion distance between Y1 and Y2 is defined as
dE(Y1,Y2) := inf
{
ε ∈ [0,∞) :∇εYi ≤ Y j , for i , j ∈ {1,2}
}
,
with the convention that dE(Y1,Y2)=∞when there is no ε ∈ [0,∞) satisfying the condition in the
above set.
In what follows, we will also utilize the interleaving distance between zigzag modules by Bot-
nan and Lesnick (Definition 6.3).
Erosion stability for vec-valued zigzag modules. Recall that for any zigzag module M , the
rank invariant rk(M) : U → Z+ is order-reversing (Proposition 3.8). This allows us to utilize dE
for measuring the difference between two rank invariants of two different zigzag modules. The
Lipschitz continuity of the mapping (M : ZZ→ vec) 7→ rkvec(M) follows as a corollary to Propo-
sition 3.9 together with the stability results by Botnan and Lesnick [10].
Theorem 6.5 (Stability for vec-valued zigzag modules). For any M , N : ZZ→ vec,
dE (rk(M), rk(N ))≤ dB
(
dgmZZvec(M),dgm
ZZ
vec(N )
)≤ 2 ·dI(M , N ).
See Section G.2 for the proof. We remark that the inequality above is tight (See Example 6.7).
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6.3 Erosion and bottleneck stability for set-valued zigzag modules
We obtain Theorem 6.6 below as a corollary of Theorem 5.2. We emphasize that the state-
ment of this theorem is not the same as that of [10, Theorem 4.13] nor its strengthened ver-
sion due to Bjerkevik [8]: a priori, dgmZZset(M) is defined in a purely set-theoretical setting (Def-
initions 4.3 and 4.4), without invoking the notions of homology or Reeb graph considered in
[10]. Our geometric interpretation of set-valued zigzag modules as Reeb graphs is used for
proving Theorem 6.6 as follows: By functoriality of the linearization functor LF (Definition 5.1),
d vecI (LF(M),LF(N ))≤ d setI (M , N ), (which was already discussed in [10]). Therefore, the theorem
below directly follows from Theorems G.4 and 5.2, and Lemma G.6:
Theorem 6.6 (Stability for set-valued zigzag modules). For any M , N : ZZ→ set,
dE(rkset(M), rkset(N ))≤ dB
(
dgmZZset(M),dgm
ZZ
set(N )
)≤ 2 ·d setI (M , N ). (4)
We remark that the inequalities in (4) are tight (see Example 6.7). Also, we utilize Theorem
6.6 to improve Patel’s results in [37] (cf. Remark 6.8).
Example 6.7 (Tightness). Let M : ZZ→ set be defined as
M(0,0) =M(1,1) = {v}, M(1,0) = {e1,e2}
and any other M(i , j ) is the empty set. The maps ϕM ((1,0), (0,0)),ϕM ((1,0), (1,1)) : {e1,e2} → {v}
are the unique surjection. Also, define N : ZZ→ set as
N(0,0) =N(1,1) = {v}, N(1,0) = {e}
and any other N(i , j ) is the empty set. The maps ϕN ((1,0), (0,0)),ϕN ((1,0), (1,1)) : { f }→ {v} are the
unique bijection. Then, one can check that
dE(rkset(M), rkset(N ))= dB(dgmZZset(M),dgmZZset(N ))= 1/2, and d setI (M , N )= 1/4.
demonstrating the tightness of Theorem 6.6. Also, by post-composing the linearization functor
LF : set→Vec to M , N , we have, from Theorem 5.2, that
dE(rkvec(LF ◦M), rkvec(LF ◦N ))= dB(dgmZZvec(LF ◦M),dgmZZvec(LF ◦N ))= 1/2.
Also, one can check that d VecI (LF ◦M ,LF ◦N )= 1/4.
Remark 6.8. Let F,G : R → set be any two constructible persistence modules (i.e. merge trees)
(Definition F.1). Let rk(F ), rk(G) and dgm(F ),dgm(G) be the rank functions and persistence dia-
grams defined in [37]. Then, by Theorem 6.6 together with Propositions F.3, F.5, we have that
dE(rk(F ), rk(G))≤ dB
(
dgm(F ),dgm(G)
)≤ 2 ·d setI (F,G).
This implies, for the category set, the promotion of the semicontinuity result [37, Theorem 8.1] to
the continuity theorem in both senses of the bottleneck distance and the erosion distance.
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7 Rank invariant and persistence diagrams for persistence mod-
ules over posets
In this section we define the rank invariant and persistence diagrams of a (generalized) persis-
tence module P→C when P satisfies mild assumptions.
Hasse diagram and essentially finiteness. We begin by reviewing relevant terminology from
lattice theory [7].
Definition 7.1 (Locally finite posets). A poset P is said to be locally finite if for all p, q ∈ P with
p ≤ q, the set [p, q] := {r ∈P : p ≤ r ≤ q} is finite.
Let P be a poset and let p, q ∈ P. We say that p covers q if q < p and there is no r ∈ P such
that q < r < p. If either [p covers q] or [q covers p], then we write p ³ q .
Definition 7.2 (Hasse diagram of a poset). The Hasse diagram of a poset P is a simple graph on
the vertex set P, denoted by Hasse(P), where any two different vertices p, q ∈P are adjacent if and
only if p ³ q.
Definition 7.3 (Connected posets). A poset P is said to be connected, if for all p, q ∈ P, there
exists a sequence p = p0, . . . , pn = q in P such that pi and pi+1 are comparable, i.e. pi ≤ pi+1 or
pi+1 ≤ pi , for i = 0, . . . ,n−1.
If P is connected and locally finite, then it is clear that Hasse(P) is a connected graph.
Definition 7.4 (Diagram-connected subposets). Let P be any poset. We define Con(P) as the
collection of all subposets I of P such that Hasse(I ) is connected.7 We equip Con(P) with the
partial order given by inclusion.
Suppose that P is a locally finite poset. Then, one can check that the collection Int(P) of all
intervals (Definition 2.1) of P is contained in Con(P).
Definition 7.5 (Neighborhood and perimeter). Let P be any poset. Given any I ∈ Con(P), we
define the neighborhood of I as
nbd(I ) := {p ∈P \ I : ∃q ∈ I with q ³ p}.
The perimeter of I is defined as the cardinality oI of nbd(I ).
We remark that, for each interval I in the poset Z of integers, the perimeter of I is either 0,1
or 2: If I = Z, then the perimeter is 0. For intervals of the form I = [b,∞), b ∈ Z or I = (−∞,d ],
d ∈ Z, the perimeter of I is 1. If I = [b,d ] for some b,d ∈ Z, then perimeter of I is 2. Similarly, for
the poset ZZ, the perimeter of any interval of ZZ is either 0,1 or 2.
Definition 7.6 (Essentially finite posets). A poset P := (P,≤) is said to be essentially finite if
(i) Both (P,≤) and (Con(P),⊂) are locally finite, and
(ii) For each I ∈Con(P), the perimeter oI of I is finite.
Examples of essentially finite posets include all finite posets, the integers Z, and ZZ.
7This is equivalent to saying that the induced subgraph of Hasse(P) on I is a connected graph.
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Rank invariant for generalized persistence modules. We naturally extend the construction
of rank invariant for zigzag modules (cf. Definition 4.3) to a more general setting.
The well-definedness of the canonical LC map for zigzag modules (Definition 3.3) only de-
pends on the fact that both posets [n] or ZZ are connected (see Definitions 2.5 (ii), 3.1, and
Proposition 3.2). Hence, by the same arguments we have a more general statement:
Definition 7.7 (The rank of F : P → C ). Let P be a connected poset. The rank of F : P → C is
defined as the isomorphism class of the image of the canonical LC map φF : lim←−−F → lim−−→F .
Definition 7.8 (Rank invariant for generalized persistence modules). Let P be any connected,
essentially finite poset and let F : P→C be any functor. We define the rank invariant of F as the
map
rk(F ) : Con(P)→I (C )
which sends each I ∈Con(P) to the rank of the subdiagram F |I (cf. Definition 4.3).
Recall that there exists a translation-invariant order ≤ on the Grothendieck group A (C )
of C , see [37, Section 6.1] and [40]. In analogy with the case of standard persistent modules
(Remark A.4), if we assume that the target C satisfies two additional properties, then we can
guarantee that the rank invariant that we construct is also order reversing:
Proposition 7.9 (Order reversing property of the rank invariant). Assume that the category C
satisfies the following property: for all A,B ∈ ob(C ),
(i) A ,→B ⇒ [A]≤ [B ] inA (C ).
(ii) AB ⇒ [B ]≤ [A] inA (C ).
For rk(F ) defined as in Definition 7.8, rk(F )(I ′) ≤ rk(F )(I ) whenever I and I ′ in Con(P) are such
that I ⊂ I ′.
The proof of the proposition follows from [38, Lemma 13], therefore we omit it. Notice that
vec, set, and Ab (the category of finitely generated Abelian groups) all satisfy properties (i) and
(ii) above.
Persistence diagrams for generalized persistence modules. For generalizing Definition 4.4,
the following notation is useful.
Notation 7.10 (n-th entourage). Let P be a connected, essentially finite poset. Let I ∈Con(P). Let
n ∈N. By I n , we denote the set of all J ⊂ P such that I ⊂ J ⊂ I ∪nbd(I ) and |J ∩nbd(I )| = n. We
refer to I n as the n-th entourage of I .
Remark 7.11. Regarding Notation 7.10 note that:
(i) for example, I 1 = {I ∪ {p} : p ∈ nbd(P)}, and |I 1| = oI . In general, for n ≤ oI , one has |I n | =(oI
n
)
.
(ii) any J ∈ I n also belongs to Con(P).
(iii) by definition of perimeter oI of I (Definition 7.5), if n > oI , then it must be that I n =;.
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Definition 7.12 (Persistence diagram for generalized persistence modules). Let P be a con-
nected, essentially finite poset and let F : P → C . We define the persistence diagram dgmP(F ) :
Con(P)→A (C ) by sending each I ∈Con(P) to
dgmP(F )(I ) := rk(F )(I )− ∑
J∈I 1
rk(F )(J )+ ∑
K∈I 2
rk(F )(K )− . . .+ (−1)oI ∑
L∈I oI
rk(F )(L), (5)
which is an element of the Grothendieck groupA (C ) of C .
At the end of this section we will show that dgmP(F ) is the Möbius inversion of rk(F ) over
the poset Conop(P), generalizing Patel’s work [37]. Now, by invoking the principle of inclusion-
exclusion, we prove that the barcode of interval decomposable persistence modules (cf. Def-
inition 2.4) can be obtained via formula (5). This implies that our definition of rank invariant
yields a complete invariant for interval decomposable persistence modules over P.
In what follows, we will regard the rank of any sub-diagram of a persistence module F :
P → vec as an integer m (i.e. the rank of the canonical LC map for the sub-diagram), not the
isomorphism class [Fm] ∈I (vec).
Proposition 7.13 (Principle of inclusion-exclusion). Let P be any connected, essentially finite
poset and let F : P→ vec be an interval decomposable persistence module. For any I ∈ Int(P), let
oI ∈ Z+ be the perimeter of I . Then, the integer
rk(F )(I )− ∑
J∈I 1
rk(F )(J )+ ∑
K∈I 2
rk(F )(K )− . . .+ (−1)oI ∑
L∈I oI
rk(F )(L) (6)
is equal to the multiplicity of I in barcP(F ).
To prove Proposition 7.13, we will invoke the following lemma which is a straightforward
extension of [14, Proposition 2.12]. We omit its proof.
Lemma 7.14. Let P be any connected poset. Let F : P→ vec be any interval decomposable persis-
tence module (Definition 2.3). Let J ∈Con(P). Then, there exists a bijection between the multisets{{
J ∈ barcJ (F |J )
}}
and
{{
K ∈ barcP(F ) : K ⊃ J}} .
Note that given any connected poset P, P itself is an interval of P (Definition 2.1). The fol-
lowing lemma is a straightforward extension of Proposition D.14.
Lemma 7.15 (The meaning of rank). Let P be any connected poset. Let F : P→ vec be any interval
decomposable persistence module (Definition 2.3). The rank of the canonical LC map φ : lim←−−F →
lim−−→F is equal to the multiplicity of P in barc
P(F ).
Remark 7.16. Lemmas 7.14 and 7.15 imply the following useful property: For any interval de-
composable F : P → vec and J ∈ Con(P), the total multiplicity of any K in barcP(F ) such that
K ⊃ J is equal to rk(F )(J ).
Proof of Proposition 7.13. Let barcP(F )= {{Jc : F ∼=⊕c∈C I Jc }} for some indexing set C . Let a0(I )
be the cardinality of the set {c ∈C : I ⊂ Jc }. Also, let a1(I ) be the cardinality of the set {c ∈C : I (
Jc }. Since the difference a0(I )−a1(I ) is the multiplicity of I in barcP(F ), it suffices to show that
a0(I )−a1(I ) is identical to the value given by formula (6). First, by Remark 7.16, a0(I )= rk(F )(I ).
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Next we compute a1(I ). For any K ∈Con(P), let BF (K ) := {c ∈C : K ⊂ Jc } .
Let K ∈ Con(P) be such that I ( K . We claim that K must include some point q ∈ nbd(I )
by the following reasoning: Pick any k ∈ K \ I and any p ∈ I . Since the induced subgraph of
Hasse(P) on K is connected, there exist p = q0, q1, . . . , qm = k in K such that qi and qi+1 are
adjacent (i.e. qi ³ qi+1) in the subgraph for all i . Since p = q0 ∈ I and qm = k ∈K \ I , there must
be i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that qi belongs to nbd(I ). This observation leads to the equality
{c ∈C : I ( Jc }=
⋃
K∈I 1
BF (K ) (see Notation 7.10),
and hence a1(I )=
∣∣⋃
K∈I 1 BF (K )
∣∣. By the principle of inclusion-exclusion and invoking Remark
7.16, we have:
a1(I )=
∑
J∈I 1
|BF (J )|−
∑
K∈I 2
|BF (K )|+ . . .+ (−1)oI−1
∑
L∈I oI
|BF (L)|
= ∑
J∈I 1
rk(F )(J )− ∑
K∈I 2
rk(F )(K )+ . . .+ (−1)oI−1 ∑
L∈I oI
rk(F )(L),
completing the proof.
Möbius function and another interpretation of Definition 7.12. Let Q be a locally finite poset.
The Möbius function µQ : Q×Q→ Z of Q is defined8 recursively [39] as
µQ(p, q)=

1, p = q ,
−∑p≤r<q µQ(p,r ), p < q ,
0, otherwise.
(7)
Proposition 7.17 (Möbius inversion formula [39, Proposition 2 (p.344)]). Let Q be a locally finite
poset and let k be a field. Suppose that an element 0 ∈Q exists with the property that 0≤ q for all
q ∈Q. Consider a pair of functions f , g : Q→ k with the property that
g (q)= ∑
r≤q
f (r ).
Then, f (q)= ∑
r≤q
g (r ) ·µQ(r, q) for q ∈Q.
It turns out that formula (5) is in fact the Möbius inversion of the rank invariant rk(F ) over
the poset Conop(P), generalizing Patel’s work [37]:
Proposition 7.18. Let F : P→C be as in Definition 7.12. Let µ : Conop(P)×Conop(P)→ Z be the
Möbius function of the poset Con(P)op. Then, for I ∈Conop(P)
dgmP(F )(I )=∑
J⊃I
rk(F )(J ) ·µ(J , I ).
8More precisely, the codomain of µQ is the multiple of 1 in a specified base ring rather than Z.
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Remark 7.19. Let P be a connected, essentially finite poset and let F : P→ vec be an interval de-
composable module. Note that P ∈Conop(P) satisfies the property that P⊃Q for all Q ∈Conop(P).
Therefore, Proposition 7.17 together with Remark 7.16 and Proposition 7.18 imply that if I ∈
Con(P) \ Int(P), then dgmP(F )(I )= 0.
This implies that given any G : P→ vec, if there exists I ∈Con(P)\Int(P) such that dgmP(G)(I ) 6=
0, then G is not interval decomposable.
In order to prove Proposition 7.18, we will exploit the poset structure of Conop(P). To this
end, we briefly review relevant notions from lattice theory [7].
If L is a poset, and S ⊂ L is an arbitrary subset, then an element u ∈ L is said to be an upper
bound of S if s ≤ u for all s ∈ S. An upper bound u of S is said to be its least upper bound, or
join if u ≤ x for each upper bound x of S. The notions of lower bound, greatest lower bound are
defined in a dual way. A greatest lower bound is also said to be a meet.
Definition 7.20 (Lattices). Let L be a poset. L is said to be a join-semi lattice if for every pair
a,b ∈ L, the set {a,b} has a join in L. Dually, L is said to be a meet-semi lattice if for every pair
a,b ∈ L, the set {a,b} has a meet in L. If L is both join-semi lattice and meet-semi lattice, then L is
said to be a lattice.
Lemma 7.21 (Conop(P) is locally lattice). Let P be a connected, essentially finite poset. Let I , J ∈
Conop(P) with J ⊃ I . Then [J , I ] := {K ∈Conop(P) : J ⊃K ⊃ I } is a (finite) lattice.
Proof. For any pair K1,K2 ∈ [J , I ], K1∩K2 and K1∪K2 are the least upper bound and the greatest
lower bound respectively in the poset Conop(P).
An atom in a poset is an element that covers a minimal element. A dual atom is an element
that is covered by a maximal element [39].
Proposition 7.22 ([39, Corollary (P. Hall) (p.349)]). Let L be a finite lattice with 0,1 ∈ L such that
0 ≤ l ≤ 1 for all l ∈ L. If 0 is not the meet of dual atoms of L, or if 1 is not the join of atoms, then
µL(0,1)= 0.
Let P be a connected, essentially finite poset and let I , J ∈Conop(P) with J ⊃ I . Observe that,
in the finite lattice L= [J , I ], a subposet of Conop(P), all dual atoms belong to the first entourage
I 1 of I (Notation 7.10).
Proof of Proposition 7.18. Invoking formula (7), by elementary induction, it follows that for any
n ∈ {1, . . . ,oI } and for any J ∈Conop(P) with J ∈ I n , µ(J , I )= (−1)n .
Now pick any J ∈Conop(P) such that J ⊃ I and J ∉⋃oIn=1 I n . By [39, Proposition 4 (p.345)], the
restriction of the Möbius function of Conop(P) to [J , I ]× [J , I ] is equal to the Möbius function
of the subposet [J , I ] ⊂ Conop(P). Lemma 7.21 and Proposition 7.22 now directly imply that
µ(J , I )= 0.
Remark 7.23 (About Proposition 7.13). In Section 3, we considered the poset P= ZZ as the index-
ing poset of persistence modules. In that section, in order to discuss stability of the rank invariant
and the persistence diagram, we made use of (Z2)∗ as a substitute for Conop(P). Indeed, the reader
can check that, up to the identification given by Table 1, the formula given in Proposition 3.12 is
equal to equation (6).
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8 Discussion
We have extended the notions of rank function and generalized persistence diagram due to Pa-
tel [37] to the setting of generalized persistence modules P→C , where the poset P is connected,
essentially finite andC is essentially small, symmetric monoidal, bicomplete category with im-
ages. Specifically, we show that, by the inclusion-exclusion principle, our construction of the
rank invariant yields a complete invariant for any interval decomposable persistence modules
P → vec (which in particular includes the case of zigzag modules). Many questions remain
unanswered: (1) To what extent can we extend the stability results in Section 6 to zigzag mod-
ules valued in categories other than vec or set? (2) For persistence modules P→ vec which are
not interval decomposable, how faithful is the rank invariant? (3) Given a persistence module
F : P → vec, determining its interval decomposability is an interesting problem itself (see [3]
for example). In this respect, can we strengthen Remark 7.19? Namely, suppose that dgmP(F )
vanishes on Con(P) \ Int(P) and has non-negative values on Int(P). Does this imply that F is
interval decomposable?
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A The rank invariant of a standard persistence module
In this section we review some important (standard) results about the rank invariant of one-
dimensional or multidimensional persistence modules.
Definition A.1 (Rank invariant of a persistence module). Let F : R→ vec be any persistence mod-
ule. The rank invariant of F is defined as a map rk(F ) : U→ Z+ which sends each u= (u1,u2) ∈U
to rank(F (u1 ≤ u2)).
Remark A.2 (Category theoretical interpretation of the rank invariant of a persistence module).
Recall the rank invariant of a persistence module from Definition A.1. Let F : R→ vec be a persis-
tence module. For any u= (u1,u2) ∈U, it is not difficult to check that(
Fu1 ,
(
ϕF (u1, t )
)
t∈[u1,u2]
)
and
(
Fu2 ,
(
ϕF (t ,u2)
)
t∈[u1,u2]
)
are a limit and a colimit of F |[u1,u2], respectively. The canonical LC map from F (u1) to F (u2)
is definitely ϕF (u1,u2), which is identical to ϕF (t ,u2) ◦ϕF (u1, t ), for any t ∈ [u1,u2]. Therefore,
rk(F )(u) can be regarded as the rank of the canonical LC map of F |[u1,u2].
Remark A.3. In Definition A.1, rk(F )(u) for u = (u1,u2) counts all the persistence features of the
persistence module F which are born before or at u1 and die after or at u2. Also, for any u1 ∈ R,
rk(M)(u1,u1) is the dimension of Mu1 .
Remark A.4 (Rank invariant is order-reversing). In Definition A.1, for any pair u= (u1,u2)≤u′ =(
u′1,u
′
2
)
in U, since
ϕF
(
u′1,u
′
2
)=ϕF (u2,u′2)◦ϕF (u1,u2)◦ϕF (u′1,u1) ,
it holds that rk(F )
(
u′
) ≤ rk(F )(u). Therefore, the map rk(F ) : U → Z+ is an order-reversing map.
This result generalizes to [33, Proposition 4.1]. Also, see [38, Lemma 16].
Theorem A.5 (Completeness of the rank invariant for one-dimensional modules [17]). The rank
invariant defined in Definition A.1 is a complete invariant for one-dimensional persistence mod-
ules, i.e. if there are two constructible persistence modules F,G : R→ vec such that rk(F )= rk(G),
then F and G are isomorphic (see Definition F.1) for the meaning of constructible).
The rank invariant can also be defined for multidimensional modules F : Rn → vec, n > 1
: For any pair a ≤ b in Rn , let rk(F )(a,b) := rank(ϕF (a,b)) [17]. This defines a function from
the set {(a,b) ∈ Rn ×Rn : a ≤ b} to Z+. However, the map rk(F ) is not a complete invariant for
multidimensional modules, i.e. for any n > 1, there exists a pair of persistence modules F,G :
Rn → vec that are not isomorphic but rk(M)= rk(N ) [17].
B Limits and Colimits
We recall the notions of limit and colimit [31]. Throughout this section I will stand for a small
category.
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Definition B.1 (Cone). Let F : I →C be a functor. A cone over F is a pair (L, (pix)x∈ob(I )) consisting
of an object L in C and a collection (pix)x∈ob(I ) of morphisms pix : L → F (x) that commute with
the arrows in the diagram of F , i.e. if g : x → y is a morphism in I , then piy = F (g )◦pix in C , i.e.
the diagram below commutes.
F (x) F (y)
L
F (g )
pix piy
In Definition B.1, the cone
(
L, (pix)x∈ob(I )
)
over F will sometimes be denoted simply by L,
suppressing the collection (pix)x∈ob(I ) of morphisms if no confusion can arise. A limit of a dia-
gram F : I →C is a terminal object in the collection of all cones:
Definition B.2 (Limit). Let F : I → C be a functor. A limit of F is a cone over F , denoted by(
lim←−−F, (pix)x∈ob(I )
)
or simply lim←−−F , with the following terminal property: If there is another cone(
L′, (pi′x)x∈ob(I )
)
of F , then there is a unique morphism u : L′→ lim←−−F such that for each morphism
g : x → y in I , the following diagram commutes.
F (x) F (y)
lim←−−F
L′
F (g )
pix piy
pi′x pi′y
u
Remark B.3. It is possible that a diagram does not have a limit at all. However, if a diagram does
have a limit then the terminal property of the limit guarantees its uniqueness up to isomorphism.
For this reason, we will sometimes refer to a limit as the limit of a diagram.
Cocones and colimits are defined in a dual manner:
Definition B.4 (Cocone). Let F : I →C be a functor. A cocone over F is a pair (C , (ix)x∈ob(I )) con-
sisting of an object C in C and a collection (ix)x∈ob(I ) of morphisms ix : F (x)→C that commute
with the arrows in the diagram of F , i.e. if g : x → y is a morphism in I , then ix = i y ◦F (g ) in C ,
i.e. the diagram below commutes.
C
F (x) F (y)
ix
F (g )
i y
In Definition B.4, a cocone
(
C , (ix)x∈ob(I )
)
over F will sometimes be denoted simply by C ,
suppressing the collection (ix)x∈ob(I ) of morphisms. A colimit of a diagram F : I →C is an initial
object in the collection of cocones over F :
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Definition B.5 (Colimit). Let F : I → C be a functor. A colimit of F is a cocone, denoted by(
lim−−→F, (ix)x∈ob(I )
)
or simply lim−−→F , with the following initial property: If there is another cocone(
C ′, (i ′x)x∈ob(I )
)
of F , then there is a unique morphism u : lim−−→F →C
′ such that for each morphism
g : x → y in I , the following diagram commutes.
C ′
lim−−→F
F (x) F (y)
u
ix
i ′x
F (g )
i y
i ′y
Remark B.6. It is possible that a diagram does not have a colimit at all. However, if a diagram
does have a colimit then the initial property of the colimit guarantees its uniqueness up to iso-
morphism. For this reason, we will sometimes refer to a colimit as the colimit of a diagram.
Remark B.7 (Restriction of an indexing poset). Let P be any poset and let Q be a subposet of P.
In categorical language, Q is a full subcategory of P. Let F : P→C be a functor.
(i) For any cone
(
L′, (pi′p )p∈P
)
over F , its restriction
(
L′, (pi′p )p∈Q
)
is a cone over the restriction
F |Q : Q → C . Therefore, by the terminal property of lim←−−F |Q, there exists the unique mor-
phism u : L′→ lim←−−F |Q such that for each morphism g : x → y in Q, the following diagram
commutes.
F (x) F (y)
lim←−−F
L′
F (g )
pix piy
pi′x pi′y
u
(ii) For any cocone
(
C ′, (i ′p )p∈P
)
over F , its restriction
(
C ′, (i ′p )p∈Q
)
is a cocone over the restric-
tion F |Q : Q→C ′. Therefore, by the initial property of lim−−→F |Q, there exists the unique mor-
phism u : lim−−→F |Q →C
′ such that for each morphism g : x → y in Q, the following diagram
commutes.
C ′
lim−−→F |Q
F (x) F (y)
u
ix
i ′x
F (g )
i y
i ′y
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Figure 8
C Comparison with Ville Puuska’s construction
In [38], Ville Puuska considers the set
DgmP := {(a,b) ∈P×P : a < b}
and defines the rank invariant of a functor F : P → C as the map dF : DgmP → C sending
(a,b) to im
(
ϕF (a,b)
) ∈ ob(C ). Even though this definition is a straightforward generalization
of the rank invariant of [17], when P = ZZ and C = vec, this definition is not anywhere near a
complete invariant of F : P→ C . Namely, there exists a pair of zigzag modules M , N such that
dI(M , N )=+∞ (Definition 6.3) whereas d M ∼= d N :
Example C.1. Consider the two zigzag modules M , N : ZZ→ vec defined as follows: M := I (−∞,∞)ZZ
and N is defined as
N(i ,i ) = F, N(i+1,i ) = F2,
ϕN ((i , i −1), (i , i ))=pi1,
ϕN ((i +1, i ), (i , i ))=pi2,
where pi1,pi2 : F2 → F are the canonical projections to the first and the second coordinate, respec-
tively. Note that d M(a,b) ∼= d N (a,b) ∼= F for all (a,b) ∈ DgmP. However, it is not difficult to
check that dgmZZ(M)= {{(−∞o ,∞o)}} and dgmZZ(N )= {{(i+, (i +2)−) : i ∈ Z}} (see Figure 8). This
implies that dB
(
dgmZZ(M),dgmZZ(N )
)=+∞, and in turn dI(M , N )=+∞ by Theorem G.4.
Our construction (Definitions 3.7 and 4.3) thus are better alternatives in terms of construct-
ing a ‘faithful’ invariant of zigzag modules. In particular, the main results of this paper (Theo-
rem 3.13, Proposition 3.9) indicates that considering the interval sub-diagram (Definition 2.1)
of F : P→ C would be better for constructing a robust invariant of F rather than just focusing
on the images im
(
ϕF (a,b)
)
for comparable pairs (a,b) ∈DgmP.
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D Three proofs of Proposition 3.9
D.1 First proof of Proposition 3.9
The proof strategy was suggested to us by M. Botnan [9].
Recall the finite zigzag categories [n] from Definition 3.1.
Barcode of F : [n]→ vec. Fix n ∈N and consdier a finite zigzag module F : [n]→ vec, which is
represented as a sequence of linear maps in a strictly alternating way:
F : F1 F2 F3 · · · Fn .f1 f2 f3 fn−1
Each Fk is called the k-th component of F and each fk is called the k-th map of F . Notice that
for 1 ≤ b ≤ d ≤ n, the subset [b,d ] := {b,b+1, . . . ,d} of [n] is an interval of [n] (Definition 2.1).
Invoking the notion of interval module from Section 2.3, the interval module I [b,d ] : [n] → vec
has the following representation:
I [b,d ] : 0 . . . 0 F
b−th
· · · F
d−th
0 . . . 0.0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
(8)
In words, the field F is assigned to k ∈ [b,d ], and the zero space is assigned to k ∈ [n] \ [b,d ].
Also, adjacent copies of F have the identity maps and the zero maps otherwise.
Theorem D.1 (Interval decomposition of a finite zigzag module [14]). For any finite zigzag mod-
ule F : [n]→ vec, there exists m ∈N and 1≤ bk ≤ dk ≤ n for 1≤ k ≤m such that
F ∼=
m⊕
k=1
I [bk ,dk ].
This decomposition is unique a permutation of the terms in the direct sum.
By virtue of Theorem D.1, we have the barcode of any finite zigzag module:
Definition D.2 (The barcode of a finite zigzag module). For any finite zigzag module F : [n]→
vec,
barc[n](F ) :=
{{
[bk ,dk ] : F ∼=
m⊕
k=1
I [bk ,dk ]
}}
.
Recall that the rank of F : [n] → vec is defined as the rank of the canonical LC map φF :
lim←−−F → lim−−→F (Definition 3.3).
Proposition D.3. Let F : [n] → vec. Then, the rank of F is equal to the multiplicity of [1,n] in
barc[n](F ).
We defer the proof of Proposition D.3 to the end of this section.
Lemma D.4. Let M be any zigzag module. For u = (u1,u2) ∈ U, let F : [n] → vec be the simple
representation of M. Then,(
The multiplicity of the interval [1,n] in barc[n](F )
)
= (The total multiplicity of points in dgmZZ(M) contained in uy)
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Proof. Recall from Section 2.3 that there is the bijection between dgmZZ(M) and barcZZ(M),
defined as
(b∗,d∗) α7→ 〈b,d〉ZZ,
for b,d ∈ Z. Notice that ZZ[ι ≤ u] is an interval 〈b0,d0〉ZZ of ZZ. Observe that the points in
dgmZZ(M) contained in uy corresponds to the intervals in barcZZ(M) containing 〈b0,d0〉ZZ via
the bijection α : dgmZZ(M)→ barcZZ(M).
Also, by [14, Proposition 2.12], there exists a bijection between the intervals in barcZZ(M)
containing 〈b0,d0〉ZZ and the intervals [1,n] in barc[n](F ), completing the proof.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Fix u ∈ U. Let F : [n] → vec be the simple representation of M |ZZ[ι≤u].
Then, by Proposition D.3 and Lemma D.4, the value rank(F )(= rk(M)(u)) is equal to the total
multiplicity of points in dgmZZ(M) contained in uy.
For u ∈U \ U, the proof can be carried out in the same way as the case of u ∈U, (under the
extra assumption that both lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u] and lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u] are finite dimensional vector spaces)
except that we should consider diagrams indexed by infinite posets ZZ[ι≤ u], u ∈U \ U in place
of [n], n ∈N.
The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of Proposition D.3.
Lemma D.5. Fix n ∈N. For 1 ≤ b ≤ d ≤ n, consider the interval module I [b,d ] : [n]→ vec. Then,
the rank of I [b,d ] is 1 if and only if b = 1 and d = n. Otherwise, the rank of I [b,d ] is equal to 0.
Proof. Fix b,d ∈ {1, . . . ,n} with b ≤ d . Assume that (1) b is either 1 or a source index, and (2) d is
either n or a source index. Then, for k = 1, . . . ,n, let pik := idF if k ∈ [b,d ] and pik := 0, otherwise.
Observe that the cone (F, {pik }
n
k=1) over I
[b,d ] is a limit of I [b,d ]. More generally, one can check
the following in a similar way.
lim←−− I
[b,d ] =
{
F, when b is 1 or a source index, d is n or a source index.
0, otherwise.
lim−−→ I
[b,d ] =
{
F, when b is 1 or a sink index, d is n or a sink index.
0, otherwise.
Then, the claim follows from the observation that the rank of the canonical LC map of I [b,d ] is
either the isomorphism between 1-dimensional vector spaces (if [b,d ]= [1,n]) or the zero map
(otherwise).
Notation D.6 (Two-step extension of a finite zigzag category). Let n ∈ N. By [n], we mean the
extended category of [n] defined as follows:
(i) Objects: objects in [n] and another object c.
(ii) Morphisms: morphisms in [n] and 1→ c, 2→ c, . . ., n → c. See the diagram below.
c
1 2 3 · · · n
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By [n], we mean the extended category of [n] defined as follows:
(i) Objects: objects in [n] and another object l .
(ii) Morphisms: morphisms in [n] and l → 1, l → 2, . . ., l → n. See the diagram below.
c
1 2 3 · · · n
l
Define E1 : vec[n] → vec[n] by sending every F ∈ ob(vec[n]) to the extended diagram E1(F ) ∈
ob(vec[n]) which is obtained by amalgamating the diagram F with the colimit cocone of F . Each
morphism f : F →G in vec[n] is sent to the morphism E1( f ) : E1(F )→ E1(G), which is uniquely
defined by universality of the colimit of F .
Next, define E2 : vec[n] → vec[n] by sending every H ∈ ob(vec[n]) to the extended diagram
E1(H) ∈ ob(vec[n]) which is obtained by amalgamating the diagram H with the limit cone of
the restriction H |[n] : [n] → vec. Each morphism g : H → K in vec[n] is sent to the morphism
E1(g ) : E1(H)→ E1(K ), which is uniquely defined by universality of the limit of K |[n].
Remark D.7. Let ι1 : [n] ,→ [n] and ι2 : [n] ,→ [n] be the canonical inclusion functors. Then, E1 :
vec[n] → vec[n] is the left Kan extension along ι1. Also, observe that the limit object of F : [n]→ vec
is isomorphic to the limit object of the extended functor E1(F ) : [n] → vec. This implies that
E2 : vec[n] → vec[n] is the right Kan extension along ι2.
Let E := E2 ◦E1.
Lemma D.8. The functor E : vec[n] → vec[n] preserves direct sums in the domain category vec[n].
Proof. Note that E1 is left adjoint to the canonical restriction functor vec[n] → vec[n] and E2
is right adjoint to the restriction functor vec[n] → vec[n]. By the standard category theory re-
sults, E1 and E2 preserve direct sums and direct products respectively [10, Proposition 2.16],
[31, Chapter X]. Also, in the category vec[n], direct products coincide with direct sums [10, Re-
mark 2.17]. Therefore, the composition E = E2 ◦E1 preserves direct sums.
Proof of Proposition D.3. Let barc[n](F ) = {{[b j ,d j ] : j ∈ J}} be the barcode of F . We claim that
the rank of F is equal to the rank of the linear map E(F )l → E(F )c , which is uniquely defined
by the commutativity of the diagram E(F ). Indeed, this directly follows from the observation
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that the limit object of F : [n] → vec is isomorphic to the limit object of the extended functor
E1(F ) : [n]→ vec. Therefore,
(The rank of F )= rank(E(F )l → E(F )c )
= rank
(
E
(⊕
j∈J
I [b j ,d j ]
)
l
→ E
(⊕
j∈J
I [b j ,d j ]
)
c
)
= rank
(⊕
j∈J
(
E
(
I [b j ,d j ]
)
l
→ E
(
I [b j ,d j ]
)
c
))
by Lemma D.8
=∑
j∈J
rank(I [b j ,d j ])
= (the multiplicity of [1,n] in barcZZ(F )) by Lemma D.5.
D.2 Second proof of Proposition 3.9
This proof is motivated by [2, 29].
In Section D.1 we proved Proposition 3.9 by appealing to the fact that the canonical LC map
of each sub-diagram of a zigzag module can be interpreted in the language of (left and right) Kan
extensions of the sub-diagram. In this section, we provide another proof of Proposition 3.9 by
interconnecting the left and right Kan extensions of an entire zigzag module. The construction
of such Kan extensions follows [10].
We will consider three functors and their compositions. Define E1 : vecZZ → vecRop×R as the
left Kan extension along the canonical inclusion ι : ZZ ,→ Rop×R. Next, let (−)|U : vecRop×R →
vecU be the restriction functor. Lastly, define E2 : vecU → vecRop×R as the right Kan extension
along the canonical inclusion κ : U ,→Rop×R.
With regard to the composition
E := E2 ◦ (−)|U ◦E1 : vecZZ → vecR
op×R, (9)
we need the following two lemmas for proving Proposition 3.9.
Lemma D.9 (Block extension). E
(
I 〈b,d〉ZZ
)= I 〈b,d〉BL (See Figure 9).
Lemma D.9 is a slight extension of [10, Lemma 4.1] and we omit the proof. Next, we claim
that the functor E preserves direct sums in vecZZ.
Lemma D.10 (E preserves direct sums in vecZZ). Let M : ZZ → vec. For an indexing set K , if
M ∼=⊕k∈K I 〈bk ,dk 〉ZZ , then E(M)∼=⊕k∈K I 〈bk ,dk 〉BL .
Proof. The functor E1 : vecZZ → vecRop×R is left adjoint to the canonical restriction functor
vecR
op×R → vecZZ and hence preserves direct sums [10, Proposition 2.16] [31, Chapter X]. Also,
the restriction functor (−)|U : vecRop×R → vecU clearly preserves direct sums. Therefore, we have:
(−)|U ◦E1(M)∼=
⊕
k∈K
(−)|U ◦E1
(
I 〈bk ,dk 〉ZZ
)
.
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Figure 9: Four types of blocks in Rop×R, corresponding to finite intervals 〈a,b〉 of R. Notice that
these are an extended version of the blocks in [10] (cf. Figure 2 of [10]).
Since each (−)|U ◦E1(M)u, u ∈U is finite dimensional, as noted [10, Remark 2.17], we have⊕
k∈K
(−)|U ◦E1
(
I 〈bk ,dk 〉ZZ
)
= ∏
k∈K
(−)|U ◦E1
(
I 〈bk ,dk 〉ZZ
)
.
The functor E2 : vecU → vecRop×R is right adjoint to the restriction functor vecRop×R → vecU and
thus preserves direct products, implying that
E(M)∼=
∏
k∈K
E
(
I 〈bk ,dk 〉ZZ
)
.
Observe that each component of
⊕
k∈K E
(
I 〈bk ,dk 〉ZZ
)
is finite dimensional. By [10, Remark 2.17]
together with Lemma D.9, This implies that∏
k∈K
E
(
I 〈bk ,dk 〉ZZ
)
=⊕
k∈K
E
(
I 〈bk ,dk 〉ZZ
)
=⊕
k∈K
I 〈bk ,dk 〉BL ,
as desired.
For any a = (a1, a2) ∈ R2, let at be the symmetrical point of a with respect to the line y = x,
i.e. a := (a2, a1).
Lemma D.11. Let M : ZZ→ vec. Consider the functor E : vecZZ → vecRop×R in (9). We have that
E(M)a ∼=
{
lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤a], if a ∈U,
lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤at ], if a ∈
(
R
op×R
)
\ U,
and that for each pair a ≤ a′ in Rop ×R, the morphism E(M)(a ≤ a′) := E(M)a → E(M)a′ is
uniquely specified by the universal properties of limits or colimits.
See Figure 10 for an illustration of E(M). For each a ∈ R, E(M)(a,a) = M(dae,bac). For each
u = (u1,u2) ∈ U, E(M)u = lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u]. Let d be the symmetrical point of u with respect to
the line y = x. Then, E(M)d = lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u]. Let u
′ ∈ U be such that u ≤ u′ and let d′ be the
symmetrical point of u′ with respect to the line y = x. Then, by the universal property of limits
and colimits, we have the canonical maps E(M)d′→ E(M)d → E(M)u → E(M)u′ .
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Figure 10: See text for details.
.
Proof. We prove that for a ∈
(
R
op×R
)
\ U, E(M)a = lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤at ]. Other parts of the claim di-
rectly follow from the definition of E .
Fix a ∈
(
R
op×R
)
\ U. Let U≥a :=
{
u ∈U : a≤u}. By the definition of E ,
E(M)a ∼= lim←−−E1(M)|U≥a .
Define the subposet Q of R
op×R (Figure 11) as
Q=
{
(x, y) ∈Rop×R : ∃m ∈ Z, m−0.5≤ x ≤ y ≤m or m ≤ x ≤ y ≤m+0.5
}
.
We claim the following:
Claim. lim←−−E1(M)|U≥a ∼= lim←−−E1(M)|U≥a∩Q (see Figure 11).
We defer the proof of Claim to the end of this section. Next, from the definition of E1, we
have
lim←−−E1(M)|U≥a∩Q ∼= lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤at ],
completing the proof.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Fix u ∈U. Consider the functor E : vecZZ → vecRop×R in (9). By Lemma
D.11,
rk(M)(u)= rank(E(M)(ut ≤u)) .
By Theorem 2.7, for an indexing set K , M ∼=⊕k∈K I 〈bk ,dk 〉ZZ .
Then, by Lemma D.10, we have E(M)∼=⊕k∈K I 〈bk ,dk 〉BL . This implies that rk(M)(u) is identi-
cal to the number of k ∈K such that both ut and u belong to the block 〈bk ,dk〉BL. Observing that
this number is equal to the total multiplicity of points in dgmZZ(M) contained in uy completes
the proof.
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Figure 11: Let a = (1.5,−1.5), which is below the line y = x. Figures above illustrate U≥a and
U≥a∩Q and ZZ[ι≤ at ] .
For u ∈ U \ U, the proof can be carried out in the same way as the case of u ∈ U (under the
extra assumption that both lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u] and lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u] are finite dimensional vector spaces),
except that we should consider diagrams indexed by infinite posets ZZ[ι≤ u], u ∈U \ U in place
of [n], n ∈N.
The rest of the section will be devoted to the proof of Claim in the proof of Lemma D.11.
Let P be a poset and let p ∈P. Let p↓ := {q ∈P : q ≤ p}.
Definition D.12 (Lowest fence subposets). Let P be a poset. Let Q be a subposet of P. The sub-
poset Q is said to be a lowest fence subposet of P if for all p ∈P, p↓∩Q is a non-empty connected
subposet of P.
Proposition D.13. Let P be a poset. Let Q be a connected, lower fence subposet of P. Let F : P→C
be a functor. Let F |Q be the restriction of F to Q. Then,
lim←−−F ∼= lim←−−F |Q.
Proof. Let L := lim←−−F and LQ := lim←−−F |Q. Let LQ :=
(
L|Q, {pix}x∈Q
)
be the limit cone of F |Q. For
each y ∈ P, pick any x ∈Q such that x ≤ y , which is possible since Q is a lowest fence subposet
of P. Let
py := F (x ≤ y)◦pix .
By virtue of the connectivity of p↓∩Q and the functoriality of F , the morphism py is uniquely
defined regardless of the choice of x ∈Q such that x ≤ y . Also, we remark that px =pix for x ∈Q.
Note that
L := (L|Q, {py }y∈P)
is a cone over F , which is an extension ofLQ. It suffices to show thatL is the limit cone over
F , i.e. the final object among the cones over F . LetA = (A, {αy }y∈P) be any cone over F . By the
universal property of the limit coneLQ, there exists the unique morphism f : A→ L|Q such that
∀x ∈Q, αx =pix ◦ f = px ◦ f . Pick any y ∈P. Then, there exists x ∈Q such that x ≤ y , and
αy = F (x ≤ y)◦αx = F (x ≤ y)◦ (pix ◦ f )= (F (x ≤ y)◦pix)◦ f = py ◦ f .
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This shows thatL is the limit cone over F , as desired.
Proof of Claim in the proof of Lemma D.11. For each a ∈ (Rop×R)\U, note that U≥a∩Q is a con-
nected lower fence subposet of U≥a (see Figure 11). Thus Claim follows directly from Proposi-
tion D.13.
D.3 Third proof of Proposition 3.9
In this section we provide a proof of Proposition 3.9 which is elementary. In contrast to the
proofs in Sections D.1 and D.2, it avoids invoking the adjointness of a Kan extensions and (cer-
tain) restriction functors.
Proposition D.14 (The meaning of rank). Let M : ZZ→ vec be a zigzag module.
(i) The rank of the canonical LC map φM : lim←−−M → lim−−→M is equal to the multiplicity of the
entire interval ZZ= (−∞,∞)ZZ in barcZZ(M).
(ii) More generally, fix any u ∈U and consider the restricted zigzag module
M |ZZ[ι≤u] : ZZ[ι≤u]→ vec.
The rank of the canonical LC map φM |ZZ[ι≤u] : lim←−−M |ZZ[ι≤u] → lim−−→M |ZZ[ι≤u] is equal to the
multiplicity of ZZ[ι≤u] in the barcode of M |ZZ[ι≤u].
We prove Proposition D.14 at the end of this section.
Lemma D.15. Let M be any zigzag module. For u= (u1,u2) ∈U. Then,(
The multiplicity of the interval ZZ[ι≤u] in barcZZ[ι≤u](M))
= (The total multiplicity of points in dgmZZ(M) contained in uy)
Proof. Recall from Section 2.3 that there is the bijection between dgmZZ(M) and barcZZ(M),
defined as
(b∗,d∗) α7→ 〈b,d〉ZZ,
for b,d ∈ Z. Observe that the points in dgmZZ(M) contained in uy corresponds to the intervals
in barcZZ(M) containing ZZ[ι≤u] via the bijection α : dgmZZ(M)→ barcZZ(M).
Also, by [14, Proposition 2.12], there exists a bijection between the intervals in barcZZ(M)
containing ZZ[ι≤u] and the intervals ZZ[ι≤u] in barcZZ[ι≤u](M), thus completing the proof.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Fix u ∈U. By Proposition D.14 and Lemma D.15, the value rk(M)(u) is
equal to the total multiplicity of points in dgmZZ(M) contained in uy.
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Canonical bases and l -type intervals. Suppose that M : ZZ → vec is given as M =⊕c∈C I Jc
for an index set C . Then for each (i , j ) ∈ ZZ, the dimension of M(i , j ) is the total multiplicity of
intervals containing (i , j ) in barcZZ(M) = {{Jc : c ∈C }}. Given any c ∈ C , and (i , j ) ∈ Jc , let e(i , j )c
denote the 1 in the field F which corresponds to the (i , j )-component of I Jc . Then for each
(i , j ) ∈ ZZ, the vector space M(i , j ) admits the canonical basis B(i , j ) =
{
e(i , j )c : Jc contains (i , j )
}
and hence every v ∈ M(i , j ) can be uniquely expressed as a linear combination of the elements
in B(i , j ), i.e.
v = ∑
Jc3(i , j )
ac e
(i , j )
c , ac ∈ F. (10)
This expression is called the canonical expression of v . The collectionB = (B(i , j ))(i , j )∈ZZ is called
the canonical basis of M =⊕c∈C I Jc .
In order to prove Proposition D.14, we identify a certain type of intervals of the poset ZZ:
Definition D.16 (l-type intervals). Any interval I of ZZ is called l-type9 if I is of the form (b,d)ZZ
for some b ∈ Z∪ {−∞} and d ∈ Z∪ {∞} (see Figure 3).
Notation D.17. Let M : ZZ→ vec be any zigzag module and let (i , j ), (i ′, j ′) ∈ ZZ. For v(i , j ) ∈M(i , j )
and v(i ′, j ′) ∈M(i ′, j ′), we write v(i , j ) ∼ v(i ′, j ′) if (i , j ), (i ′, j ′) are comparable and either
v(i , j ) =ϕM ((i ′, j ′), (i , j ))(v(i ′, j ′)) (when (i ′, j ′)≤ (i , j )) or
v(i ′, j ′) =ϕM ((i , j ), (i ′, j ′))(v(i , j )) (when (i , j )≤ (i ′, j ′)).
Proof of Proposition D.14. We only prove (i). By Theorem 2.7, we may assume that M =⊕c∈C I Jc ,
where barcZZ(M) = {{Jc : c ∈C }}. In what follows, we identify ZZ with the integers Z via the bi-
jection (i , j ) 7→ i + j . Therefore, by ⊕k∈Z Mk and ∏k∈Z Mk , we will denote ⊕(i , j )∈ZZ M(i , j ) and∏
(i , j )∈ZZ M(i , j ) respectively.
(i) The limit of M is (isomorphic to) the pair (V , (pik )k∈Z) described as follows:
V :=
{
(vk )k∈Z ∈
∏
k∈Z
Mk : ∀k ∈ Z, vk ∼ vk+1
}
. (11)
For each k ∈ Z, the map pik : V →Mk is the canonical projection.
(ii) The colimit of M is (isomorphic to) the pair (U , (ik )k∈Z) described as follows: U is the
quotient vector space
(⊕
k∈Z Mk
)
/W , where W is the subspace of the direct sum
⊕
k∈Z Mk
which is generated by the vectors of the form (· · · ,0, . . . ,0, vk ,−vk+1,0, . . . ,0, · · · ) with vk ∼
vk+1 (Notation D.17). Let q be the quotient map from
⊕
k∈Z Mk to U =
(⊕
k∈Z Mk
)
/W . For
k ∈ Z, let the map i¯k : Mk →
⊕
k∈Z Mk be the canonical injection. Then ik : Mk →U is the
composition q ◦ i¯k .
Let 0 ∈ Z. Since φM = i0 ◦pi0 (Definition 3.3), it suffices to show that the dimension of the
vector space im(i0 ◦pi0) is equal to the cardinality of (−∞,∞)ZZ in barcZZ(M).
9Given any M : ZZ→ vec, l-type intervals in barcZZ(M) contribute to the dimension of the limit of M and that
is the reason for the name ‘l ’-type.
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If M0 is the zero space, then it is clear that there is no (−∞,∞)ZZ in barcZZ(M) and that
im(pi0)= 0. Therefore, im(i0 ◦pi0)= 0, and the statement directly follows.
Assume that M0 is not trivial. Define
C0 := {c ∈C : 0 ∈ Jc }.
Since M0 is a finite dimensional vector space, |C0| = dim(M0) is finite and hence we can write
C0 = {c1, . . . ,cm}, where dim(M0)=m. Also, we can write M0 ∼=⊕mj=1F j , where each F j = F is the
component of the interval module I
Jc j at 0 ∈ ZZ. We identify M0 with⊕mj=1F j . Then, we claim
that
im(pi0)=
{
(a1, . . . , am) ∈
m⊕
j=1
F j : a j = 0 if Jc j is not l -type
}
. (12)
We prove this equality at the end of the proof.
For j = 1, . . . ,m, let e j := (0, . . . ,0, 1
j−th
,0, . . . ,0) ∈⊕mj=1F j . By equation (12), the set B0 = {e j :
Jc j is l -type} is a basis of im(pi0). Therefore, the dimension of im(i0 ◦pi0) is equal to the dimen-
sion of the space that is spanned by the image of B0 under the map i0 : M0 →U . By invoking
item (ii) above, if Jc j 6= (−∞,∞)ZZ, it follows that i0(e j )= 0 ∈U .
Let C full0 := {c ∈ C : Jc = (−∞,∞)ZZ}, which is a subset of C0 = {c1, . . . ,cm}. Assuming that
C full0 6= ;, suppose that C full0 = {c1, . . . ,cn} for some n ≤ m without loss of generality. Invoking
item (ii) above, the set {i0(e1), . . . , i0(en)} is linearly independent in U . Therefore, we have that
rank(i0 ◦pi0)= n = (the multiplicity of (−∞,∞)ZZ in barcZZ(M)),
as desired.
Finally we prove equation (12). First we prove “⊂". Recall item (i) above and pick any v =
(vk )k∈Z ∈ V . Then pi0(v) = v0 = (a1, . . . , am). Suppose that c j ∈ C0 is such that Jc j is not l -type.
This implies that the interval Jc j has an endpoint r = (r1,r2) ∈ ZZ where r1 = r2 ∈ Z and then
either (r1+1,r1) or (r1,r1−1) is not in Jc1 . Without loss of generality, assume that s = (r1+1,r1) ∈
ZZ does not belong to Jc1 . By the choice of v = (vk )k∈Z, we have v0 ∼ v1 ∼ . . .∼ v2r1 ∼ v2r1+1, and
this leads to that a j = 0.
Next we show “⊃". Pick any (a1, . . . , am) in the RHS of equation (12). For each k ∈ Z, define
vk ∈Mk using the canonical expression:
vk :=
∑
Jc3k
bc e
k
c , bc ∈ F,
where bc = 0 if c 6∈ C0 and bc = a j if c = c j ∈ C0 = {c1, . . . ,cm}. Let v := (vk )k∈Z. Then, one can
check that pi0(v)= (a1, . . . , am), completing the proof.
E Restatement of Proposition 3.12
We rephrase Proposition 3.12 as follows:
Proposition E.1 (Computation of dgmZZ(M) from rk(M)). Let M be a zigzag module and let
ε ∈ (0, 12).
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• Points in U∗ :
(i) For b < d in Z, the multiplicity of (b+,d−) in dgmZZ(M) is
rk(M)(b+ε,d −ε)− rk(M)(b+ε,d)− rk(M)(b,d −ε)+ rk(M)(b,d).
(ii) For b < d in Z, the multiplicity of (b−,d−) in dgmZZ(M) is
rk(M)(b,d −ε)− rk(M)(b,d)− rk(M)(b−ε,d −ε)+ rk(M)(b−ε,d).
(iii) For b < d in Z, the multiplicity of (b+,d+) in dgmZZ(M) is
rk(M)(b+ε,d)− rk(M)(b+ε,d +ε)− rk(M)(b,d)+ rk(M)(b,d +ε).
(iv) For b ≤ d in Z, the multiplicity of (b−,d+) in dgmZZ(M) is
rk(M)(b,d)− rk(M)(b−ε,d)− rk(M)(b,d +ε)+ rk(M)(b−ε,d +ε).
• Points in U
∗
\ U∗:
(i) For b ∈ Z, the multiplicity of (b+,∞o) in dgmZZ(M) is
rk(M)(b+ε,∞)− rk(M)(b,∞).
(ii) For b ∈ Z, the multiplicity of (b−,∞o) in dgmZZ(M) is
rk(M)(b,∞)− rk(M)(b−ε,∞).
(iii) For d ∈ Z, the multiplicity of (−∞o ,d−) in dgmZZ(M) is
rk(M)(−∞,d −ε)− rk(M)(−∞,d).
(iv) For d ∈ Z, the multiplicity of (−∞o ,d+) in dgmZZ(M) is
rk(M)(−∞,d)− rk(M)(−∞,d +ε).
(v) The multiplicity of (−∞,∞) in dgmZZ(M) is rk(M)(−∞,∞).
Specifically, by convention, we set rk(M)(α,β)= 0 if either α=−∞−ε or β=+∞+ε.
We now give the proof of Proposition 3.12.
Proof of Proposition 3.12. We only show that for b < d in Z, the multiplicity of (b+,d−) in dgmZZ(M)
is
rk(M)(b+ε,d −ε)− rk(M)(b,d −ε)− rk(M)(b+ε,d)+ rk(M)(b,d). (13)
The other cases can be proved in a similar way. Recall the partial order on U
∗
, defined at the
beginning of this section. The claim directly follows from the observation that the multiplicity
of (b+,d−) in dgmZZ(M) is obtained by computing:(
The total multiplicity of points u∗ ∈ dgmZZ(M) with (b+,d−)≤u∗)
− (The total multiplicity of points u∗ ∈ dgmZZ(M) with (b−,d−)≤u∗)
− (The total multiplicity of points u∗ ∈ dgmZZ(M) with (b+,d+)≤u∗)
+ (The total multiplicity of points u∗ ∈ dgmZZ(M) with (b−,d+)≤u∗) .
By Proposition 3.9, each of these four terms exactly corresponds to the four terms in (13) in
order.
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F Generalization of Patel’s rank invariant
In [37], Patel generalizes the persistence diagram of Cohen-Steiner, Edelsbrunner, and Harer to
the setting of constructible persistence modules valued in a symmetric monoidal cateogory. We
call these typeA persistence diagrams of persistence modules. If the categoryC is also abelian,
then we also have typeB persistence diagrams. These diagrams are stable in a certain sense (see
[33, 37]).
Let (C ,ä) be an essentially small symmetric monoidal category with images and let e ∈
ob(C ) be an identity object for the binary operationä.
Definition F.1 (Constructible persistence modules). Let S = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sn} be a finite set of
R. A persistence module F : R→C is S-constructible if there exists of real numbers such that
(i) for p ≤ q < s1, ϕF (p, q) is the identity on e,
(ii) for si ≤ p ≤ q < si+1, ϕF (p, q) is an isomorphism,
(iii) for sn ≤ p ≤ q, ϕF (p, q) is an isomorphism.
If G : R→C is T -constructible for some finite set T ⊂R, then we call G constructible.
Let C Rc be the category of constructible persistence modules with natural transformations.
For ease of notation, we always assume that S ⊂ Z in the rest of this section. Even when S 6⊂ Z,
the same idea applies by utilizing a rescaled version of ZZ (see Section H).
Turning a constructible persistence module into a zigzag module. Adapting the idea of [10,
Remark 4.5], we define a functor that turns any constructible persistence module into a zigzag
module:
Definition F.2 (Zigzag counterpart of a constructible persistence module). We define the functor
D :C Rc →C ZZ is defined as follows: Given any S-constructible persistence module F : R→C with
S ⊂ Z, define D(F ) : ZZ→C as
D(F )(i ,i ) =D(F )(i+1,i ) = Fi
ϕD(F ) ((i +1, i ), (i , i ))= idFi
ϕD(F ) ((i −1, i ), (i , i ))=ϕF (i −1, i ).
Also, for any morphism Γ : F →G in C Rc , the morphism D(Γ) : D(F )→D(G) in C ZZ is defined as
D(Γ)(i ,i ) =D(Γ)(i+1,i ) = Γi : Fi →Gi .
For the case of S 6⊂ Z, see Definition H.1 and Remark H.3.
Analogously to [10, Remark 4.5], one can check that the proposition below holds.
Proposition F.3. For any constructible persistence modules F,G : R→C ,
dI(F,G)= dI(D(F ),D(G)) (see Definition 6.2 and Definition 6.3). (14)
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Remark F.4. Assume that the (standard) persistence module F : R→ vec is constructible. Then,
by forgetting superscript decorations of the points in dgmZZ(D(F )), we recover the original persis-
tence diagram [19] of F .
The following proposition implies that Definitions 4.3 amd 4.4 are generalizations of the
rank function and the generalized persistence diagram in [37, 33] to zigzag modules.
Proposition F.5. Let G : R → C be a constructible persistence module and consider its corre-
sponding zigzag module D(G) : ZZ→C . For any u= (u1,u2) ∈U,
rk(D(G)) (u)= [im(ϕG (u1,u2))] .
Proof of Proposition F.5. Fix u ∈U and let F : [n]→C be the simple representation of D(G)|ZZ[ι≤u].
By construction of F (Definition 3.6), F can be expressed as
F : F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 · · · Fn .f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 fn−1
Without loss of generality assume that the odd numbers in [n] are the source indices and n is
odd. Then, by definition of F , there exist u1 = t1 < t2 < . . . < tm = u2 in R such that F can be
expressed as
F : Gt1 Gt2 Gt2 Gt3 Gt3 · · · Gtm .
f1
∼=
f2 f3 f4
∼=
f5 fn−1
∼= (15)
In particular the forward maps f2k−1 : Gtk →Gtk+1 are ϕG (tk , tk+1) and the backward maps f2k
are isomorphisms on Gtk+1 . Let us shrink the isomorphisms f2k in diagram (15) to obtain the
following diagram F ′:
F ′ : Gt1 Gt2 Gt3 · · · Gtm .
f1 f3 f5 fn−2
It is not difficult to check that the limit and colimit of F are isomorphic to the limit and the
colimit of F ′ respectively. Also, the limit of F ′ is the pair
(
Gu1 ,
(
ϕG (u1, tk )
)m
k=1
)
, and the colimit of
F ′ is the pair
(
Gu2 ,
(
ϕG (tk ,u2)
)m
k=1
)
, and the following diagram commutes:
lim←−−F lim−−→F
Gu1 Gu2
φF
∼= ∼=
ϕG (u1,u2)
Therefore, we have rk(D(G)) (u)= [im(φF )]= [im(ϕG (u1,u2))] , as desired.
G Details about Section 6
G.1 Existing stability theorems
In this section we review the existing stability results from [10, 37, 33].
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Stability theorem of Patel [37]. From Propositions F.3 and F.5, and [37, Theorem 8.2] we straight-
forwardly have:
Theorem G.1 (Stability for constructible persistence modules ). Let C be an essentially small,
concrete10, abelian11 category. Let M , N : ZZ → C such that M = D(F ), N = D(G) for some S-
constructible persistence modules F,G : R→C with S ⊂ Z (Definition F.1). Then,
dE (rkC (M), rkC (N ))≤ dI(M , N ).
Bottleneck distance. For u= (u1,u2), v= (v1, v2) ∈U, let
‖u−v‖∞ :=max(|u1− v1| , |u2− v2|) .
Definition G.2 (The bottleneck distance [19]). Let X1, X2 be multisets of points in U. Letα : X1 9
X2 be a matching, i.e. a partial injection. We call α an ε-matching if
(i) for all u ∈ dom(α), ‖u−α(u)‖∞ ≤ ε,
(ii) for all u= (u1,u2) ∈ X1 \ dom(α), u2−u1 ≤ 2ε,
(iii) for all v= (v1, v2) ∈ X2 \ im(α), v2− v1 ≤ 2ε.
Their bottleneck distance dB(X1, X2) is defined as the infimum of ε ∈ [0,∞) for which there exists
an ε-matching α : X1 9 X2.
Remark G.3. Recall the definition of the PD of a zigzag module (Definition 2.9). For any zigzag
modules M and N , by forgetting the decorations of entries of the points in dgmZZ(M) and dgmZZ(N ),
one can compute the bottleneck distance between the undecorated versions of dgmZZ(M) and
dgmZZ(N ). See Remark G.5 below.
Theorem G.4 (Bottleneck stability of the barcode/PD [8, 10]). For any M , N : ZZ→ vec,
dB
(
dgmZZ(M),dgmZZ(N )
)≤ 2 ·dI(M , N ).
Let M be any zigzag module. By dgmZZo (M),dgm
ZZ
co (M),dgm
ZZ
oc (M) and dgm
ZZ
c (M), we mean
the subcollection of dgmZZ(M), consisting solely of the points of the form (p+, q−), (p−, q−), (p+, q+),
and (p−, q+), respectively.
Remark G.5 ([10, 15]). Suppose that the two zigzag modules M , N in Theorem G.4 are the levelset
zigzag persistent homology of any two Morse type functions f , g : X → R. Then, the inequality
in Theorem G.4 can be extended and strengthened as follows: For each ? ∈ {o,co,oc,c},
dB
(
dgmZZ? (M),dgm
ZZ
? (N )
)≤ dI(M , N )≤ ∥∥ f − g∥∥∞ .
Therefore, we also have
dB
(
dgmZZ(M),dgmZZ(N )
)≤max
?
dB
(
dgmZZ? (M),dgm
ZZ
? (N )
)≤ dI(M , N )≤ ∥∥ f − g∥∥∞ ,
where the maximum is taken over all ? ∈ {o,co,oc,c}.
10A category C is concrete if we can regard the objects of C as sets with additional structure, and morphisms of
C as structure-preserving functions. See [31, p.26] for the precise definition.
11A category C is abelian if morphisms and objects in C can be “added" and kernels and cokernels exist in C
with some desirable properties. See [31, p.198] for the precise definition.
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Figure 12: The poset ZZG and the subposet ZZG [ιG ≤u]. (cf. Figure 2).
G.2 Proof of Theorem 6.5
From Lemma G.6 below together with Theorem G.4, we directly have Theorem 6.5. Recall the
bottleneck distance dB (Definition G.2).
Lemma G.6. For any M , N : ZZ→ vec,
dE (rk(M), rk(N ))≤ dB
(
dgmZZ(M),dgmZZ(N )
)
.
For any ε ∈ [0,∞), we use the notation~ε := (−ε,ε).
Proof of Lemma G.6. Suppose that α : dgmZZ(M) 9 dgmZZ(N ) is an ε-matching between the
two PDs for some ε ∈ [0,∞). Let ε′ ∈ (ε,∞). Let Y1 := rk(M) and Y2 := rk(N ). We show that
∇ε′Y1 ≤ Y2. Pick any u ∈ U. By Proposition 3.9, ∇ε′Y1(u) = Y1(u+~ε′) is identical to the multi-
plicity of points in dgmZZ(M) contained in (u+~ε′)y. Pick any a= (a1, a2) ∈ dgmZZ(M)∩ (u+~ε′)y.
Then, since |a2−a1| > 2ε, a must belong to dom(α). Also, since α is an ε-matching, it is clear
that α(a) ∈ uy. Therefore, the restriction of α to dgmZZ(M)∩ (u+~ε′)y is an injective map to
dgmZZ(N )∩ (u)y, implying that ∇ε′Y1(u)≤ Y2(u) by Proposition 3.9. By symmetry we also have
that ∇ε′Y2(u)≤ Y1(u) for any u ∈U. Since ε′ was chosen arbitrarily in (ε,∞), by definition of the
erosion distance, we have dE(Y1,Y2)≤ ε, as desired.
H Rescaled zigzag modules
Definition H.1 (Re-scaled zigzag category). Let G : Z → R be any strictly increasing map such
that limi→−∞G (i )=−∞ and limi→+∞G (i )=+∞. We define the poset
ZZG :=
{(
G (i ),G ( j )
) ∈R2 : i ∈ Z, j = i or j = i −1} (see Figure 12 (A)),
equipped with the partial order inherited from Rop×R (cf. the definition of ZZ in Section 2.3).
Any re-scaled zigzag module M : ZZG → C also allows its rank invariant defined as in Def-
inition 3.7 or 4.3: Let ιG : ZZG ,→ Rop ×R be the canonical inclusion. For u ∈ U, we define
ZZG [ιG ≤ u] in a similar way as Definition 2.5 (iii) (Figure 12) (B)). The rank invariant of M is
defined as Definitions 3.7 or 4.3.
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Remark H.2 (Extension for rescaled zigzag modules). By utilizing the inclusion ιG : ZZG ,→Rop×
R, the extension functor E : C ZZ → C U in Section 6.1 can also be defined in a similar way for
rescaled zigzag modules ZZG → C . Hence, the interleaving distance in Definition 6.3 can be
defined for any (rescaled) zigzag modules.
Remark H.3. When F : R→ C is S-constructible with S 6⊂ Z, one can still turn F into a rescaled
zigzag module (Definition H.1): Namely choose anyG : Z→R such that S ⊂ im(G ), limi→+∞G (i )=
+∞, limi→−∞G (i )=−∞, and then define the functor DG (F ) : ZZG →C as
DG (F )(G (i ),G (i )) =DG (F )(G (i+1),G (i )) = FG (i )
ϕD(F ) ((G (i +1),G (i )), (G (i ),G (i )))= idFG (i )
ϕD(F ) ((G (i ),G (i −1)), (G (i ),G (i )))=ϕF (G (i −1),G (i )).
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